Young LGBT activists want to The
bring story
the spiritofof
protest back to London Pride
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Why “overpopulation” doesn’t cause
climate change >>Pages 14&15

IN DEFENCE
OF HUMANS

convicted US boxer
WE NEED AWrongly
MORE
and civil rights hero dies
RADICAL PRIDE >>Page 13
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250,000 SAY END AUSTERITY

GREECE

Protest at EU
blackmail and
new cuts deal
THE EUROPEAN Union
(EU) and the International
Monetary Fund (IMF)
continued to blackmail
the Greek government as
negotiations entered their
final stage this week.
A deal was set to go
through the Eurogroup
on Wednesday and an EU
summit on Thursday.

IT’SV US
THEM
PROTEST BUDGET DAY 8 JULY

>>Page 20

GLASGOW STRIKERS

Picture: Duncan Brown

Solidarity can
help workers
beat council

AROUND 2,500 trade
union activists joined
a protest in Glasgow in
support of the city’s longrunning homelessness
caseworkers’ strike.
The strikers, who work
for Labour-run Glasgow City
Council, called the protest
to build support for their
13-week strike.

>>Page 8

MIGRANTS

Attack on migrant
rights as refugees
march in Calais
THE TORIES have announced
new immigration rules that
would force workers from
outside the EU to leave if they
earn less than £35,000 a year.
Meanwhile, refugees
marched through the French
port of Calais in protest at
their terrible living conditions.

>>Pages 4&5
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THE THINGS
THEY SAY

‘Putin launches
range of nuclear
missiles’

The Independent slightly
oversells a story on a Russian
arms fair

‘He displays a
fine line in
self-deprecating
wit’

Virginia Blackburn, in a 5-star
review of Richard Desmond’s
new book in the Daily Express
owned by Richard Desmond

‘It’s been a long
time since I’ve
had a butler’

Shaun Woodward, who was a
Labour MP until last month.
He definitely had a butler when
previously Tory MP for Witney

‘Not used
anything too
pompous’
Michael Gove displays his
usual endearing self awareness
in the writing rulebook for civil
servants he has just produced

‘I think Nigel is
a very divisive
character’
Ukip’s Suzanne Evans who was
promptly sacked

‘Suzanne Evans
has not been
sacked as a Ukip
spokesman. The
email seen by the
BBC was issued
without proper
authority’
Then wasn’t, according to Ukip

TROUBLEMAKER

the

Having to put up with heavy
yoghurt for the expenses
MEMBERS OF the House
of Lords have lodged a
string of complaints about
food and service.
Peers enjoy cut-price food
and drink. This includes
prawn and lobster meat
folded into Avugar caviar for
just £10 and halibut confit
for £15.
The eight restaurants and
bars in the House of Lords
got a £2 million subsidy.
That’s £50,000 up on last
year.
One lord wrote, “For the
second time in two weeks I
waited over half an hour for
a sandwich.”
Another lord whinged
that a cheese creme brulee
“wasn’t very cheesy”. He said
the “supreme of hake” dish
he ordered was “awful and
very plain”.
Another complaint from
a peer said the quality had

UNSATISFACTORY

“deteriorated sharply” and
whinged that lords and ladies
could “no longer select a
second vegetable”.
“Cabbage, broccoli, sprouts
and spinach have almost vanished completely in favour of
root vegetables!”
One complaint in October
last year stated that the
“yoghurt was too heavy”.

LORD Hanningfield,
l
Parliament’s foremost
expenses fiddler, is back.

He was banned from the
House of Lords, but that
ban ended after the general
election.
Since coming back he
has not spoken in the Lords
chamber, or in Grand
Committee, or tabled any

l

TORIES ARE planning a crackdown
on transparency—by making it
easier for ministers to veto freedom of
information requests and introducing new
red tape by lowering cost thresholds.
And who is behind these moves? That
would be Michael Gove. Gove tried to
hide departmental communications in
a private email account registered to
Lord Chanc
his wife—and then covered it up.
ellor Gov

e

Cartoon parasites
party the night away
ROYALTY AND the best
of people wore costumes
to the exclusive cartoonthemed 25th birthday
party for Princess Eugenie
near Windsor Castle.
A Disneyland
banner greeting them
had been painted to
read Eugenieland.
Eugenie herself was
dressed as Snow White
and accompanied by
“seven real dwarfs”, hired
for the celebration.
Eugenie’s sister
Princess Beatrice, 26,
wore a Finding Nemo
dress, while cousin
Prince Harry had a
Mario Bros-style outfit.
A royal insider revealed,
“Eugenie decided to go
all-out. There was a big

Get in
touch with
Socialist
Worker

More parasites arrive

sit-down dinner followed
by a rowdy disco her
friends kept calling
a Windsor rave.
“Eugenie also hired
fairground rides. All had
an amazing time.”
Eugenie’s birthday
was in March but the
party had to wait till
the scrounger finished
travelling in the US.
Bless.

@
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socialistworker.co.uk
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oral or written questions.
He is not a member of any
Lords committee.
But he has signed in on
four separate days, which
entitles him to a £1,200 taxfree attendance allowance.
Hanningfield, who was
ennobled for his work as
Tory leader of Essex County
Council, was arrested and
charged under the Theft Act
in February 2010. This was
because he had made fraudulent expenses claims.
He returned after a spell
in prison and a temporary
ban from parliament in April
2012.
He started claiming his
£300-a-day attendance
allowance, as he was legally
entitled to do.
In 2012 alone he pocketed
£24,600 without ever speaking or making any other contribution to the Lords.

TOBY YOUNG, the
self-promoting Tory journalist,
has started a campaign to get
fellow Tories to pay £3 to the
Labour Party so that they can
qualify as “affiliated members” and
cast their votes for Jeremy Corbyn.
In a rare insightful move the
Labour Party has accepted Young’s
£3, but is not going to let him vote.

The media like
a vigilante
A MAN has boasted he
is rounding hundreds of
people up and detaining
them. He ties some of
them up and occasionally
brandishes a shotgun at
them.
The response from
the Daily Mail and Daily
Express was surprising.
Rather than suggest some
sort of panic necessary
and demand something be
done they celebrated the
man they describe as the
“Farminator”.
Chris Gadsden, who
lives in Bedfordshire,
patrols his land and
claims to have hundreds
of refugees coming on to
his farm. He told the Daily
Mail, “It’s not a race thing.
My problem is they’re
sneaking in and breaking
our laws.” Well that makes
it alright then.

l

Ascot, Farage and
the EU fascists
NIGEL FARAGE swapped
Barbour jacket and
cords for morning dress
and forced himself to
drink Pimm’s rather
than bitter in the royal
enclosure at Ascot.
Let’s hope the Ukip
leader’s day wasn’t
spoilt when a French
horse won the first
race and Age of Empire
flopped in the next.
“IT LOOKS very
l
bad, it couldn’t
look worse,” said Nigel

Farage when he heard
the allegation that a staff
member employed by
MEP Janice Atkinson had
been filmed engaging
in what looked like

Newsdesk
020 7819 1180
Circulation
020 7819 1171

financial sharp practice.
It looked so bad
that Atkinson and her
employee were promptly
expelled from Ukip.
But what was
bad for Ukip
is a bonanza
for Marine le
Pen’s National
Front party, for
the Dutch MEP
Geert Wilders—
and for other
ultra-rights,
who have at
last been able
to form a group
in the European
Parliament
containing MEPs
from seven EU
countries.

Write to
Socialist Worker
PO Box 42184
London
SW8 2WD

TOFF OF
THE WEEK
Thomas Ashton—that’s
the 4th Baron Ashton of
Hyde to you
lThe Eton-educated
Tory lord is head of
David Cameron’s hunt
lHe responded
to a question on
income inequality by
pronouncing, “We think
that the best way to
help the lower—the
poorest—in this country
is to enable them to get
to work”
lThose of us in the
lower orders are grateful

‘‘

I am looking forward
to the book launch of
long-time activist and
writer Darcus Howe’s ‘A
Political Biography’ and
the sessions on racism
as well as an update on
South Africa.
Julie Hearn
Lecturer, Department of
Politics,
Philosophy and Religion
Lancaster
University
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We need a more radical
Pride say young activists
by TOMÁŠ TENGELY-EVANS

LGBT ACTIVISTS are furious with
the corporate hijacking of Pride—
the annual London march against
homophobia and for liberation—
which takes place this Saturday.
Across Britain they are organising
to reclaim Pride’s radical history—
and finding a new layer of people
who are eager to help them.
The new spirit means that official
march organisers aren’t able to just
brush it aside.
Daniel is a further education student in Pembrokeshire in Wales. He
told Socialist Worker, “Pride should
be about fighting for our rights.
“It used to be more about politics—and that’s what it should
become now.”
Pride organisers argue corporate
support is valuable to the movement.
But Daniel isn’t convinced. “I don’t
see corporations fighting for our
rights—they are just trying to make
money out of Pride,” he said.

A MAN’S hand was almost
severed in a racially motivated
attack, a court has heard.
Trainee dentist
Dr Sarandev Bhambra was
attacked in a Tesco store in
Mold, Flintshire, in January.
Zack Davies allegedly
shouted “white supremacy”
as he carried out the assault.
He denies attempted
murder but admits wounding
with intent. The trial
continues.

MANCHESTER activists
were set to protest against
Tory housing minister
Brandon Lewis outside a
housing association bosses’
conference on Thursday of
this week.
He plans to extend the
right to buy to housing
association homes.

Billion pound
NHS selloff
MARCHING ON Edinburgh Pride last Saturday

The film gained such a resonance
because there is a new mood of
resistance.
Rosa is a sixth form student in
Pontefract, West Yorkshire, who is
part of the Northern Community
Feminist Society. She told Socialist
Worker, “It’s all happening again
with the new Tory government.

Affects
Daniel: Pride is about resistance

in New York. It was a radical campaign, fighting to end oppression
while targeting the whole capitalist
system.
Many of today’s new LGBT activists
were inspired by the film Pride, which
tells the story of LGSM raising solidarity during the 1984-85 Miners’ Strike.

“We come from a predominately
working class and old mining area—
what’s going on affects us a lot.”
Rosa and her friends have organised a coach to Pride and raised funds
from LGSM and the unions. Anne
Scargill and others from the Women
Against Pit Closures will be joining
them.
Rosa says, “Organisers are trying
to make Pride just a celebration of

Picture: Stephen McBroom

sexuality and gender
“Pride does bring together hundreds of thousands of LGBT people.
But we mustn’t forget there was a
fight for where we are now.
“It shouldn’t just be a celebration
of being LGBT+, but a celebration
that there’s always been a fight for
our rights.”
This new mood is spreading.
Daniel and four friends are also
travelling down to Pride. He said,
“Watching the Pride film made me
realise what people went through
for their own and other people’s
rights. That’s happening again now.”
Rosa added, “Everybody’s ready
for a change—and this year’s Pride
will be an important part of that.”
We can reclaim Pride and make it
a vital part of the fight for liberation.
again.

National Gallery strikers raise £1,000 on anti-cuts protest
WORKERS AT the National Gallery
in London began their latest ten-day
walkout last Saturday by joining the
People’s Assembly demonstration
(see pages 10&11).
The strikers raised approximately
£1,000 and say the reception has
boosted morale to fight bosses’ plans
to privatise 400 out of 600 staff.
One told Socialist Worker, “It was
great—we ran out of leaflets in the
end. It was a real boost to see there
was so much support for us.”
Strikers were set to lobby
parliament from 3.15pm on
Thursday of this week before a
planned parliamentary debate
on the dispute. And there was set
to be a protest outside the gallery

IN BRIEF
Man on trial for
attack in Mold

Protest against
right to buy

Tube

An example of the problem can be
seen in the “Pride heroes” adverts
that organisers have placed in
London’s Tube stations.
The Lesbians and Gay Men Support
the Miners (LGSM) group, on which
the hit film Pride is based, are featured on one.
But the rest of the posters are
mainly devoted to corporate sponsors such as Starbucks.
Daniel said, “I know the first Pride
march in London was in the 1970s,
and Cardiff’s first took place in 1985.
“It’s surreal to think that people
marched back then when it was much
harder to be openly LGBT.”
“Those early marchers are the real
heroes of Pride—we should be celebrating them.”
The Gay Liberation movement in
Britain was born in the early 1970s,
inspired by the 1969 Stonewall Riots

3
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on Friday from 5pm, with a strike
party at Temple Bar in the Strand
after. They also plan to march with
the trade union section on Pride in
London this Saturday.
Strikers plan a day of action for
2 July, the day of sacked PCS rep
Candy Udwin’s appeal hearing.
In August Gabriele Finaldi is
due to take over as the gallery’s
director. He has the power to stop
the tendering process—and workers
plan to pile on the pressure.
One told Socialist Worker, “What
happened to Candy has fired people
up. They think they can intimidate
us, but they can’t.”
Candy Udwin (centre) about to address Saturday’s protest

Annette Mackin
Picture: Socialist Worker

ngnotforsale.wordpress.com

OUTSOURCING GIANT
Capita has won an NHS
contract for primary care
trusts’ administrative
services worth up to
£1 billion.

Hackney shows
protest works
AROUND 200 people
joined a Reclaim Hackney
demonstration in Hackney,
east London, last Monday.
They were celebrating the
council backing down over
Public Space Protection
Orders, which criminalise
homeless people.
Gareth Jenkins

‘‘

The real story behind
the film Pride has
struck a chord with
people who want to see
a real fightback against
oppression and
exploitation. I hope our
session will
allow a younger
generation to share
ideas on how we can
spread solidarity
today.
Nicola
Field,
LGSM
marxismfestival.org.uk
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Tories’ plan
could mean
NHS staff
deported

Eritreans hit
out at report
SEVERAL HUNDRED Eritrean
refugees and their supporters
marched through Liverpool on
Tuesday of last week.
They were protesting at a recent
Home Office report which claims
that Eritrea in eastern Africa is now
a safe place to return to.
One protest organiser stated,
“We have an open letter to give the
Home Office which says that is not
true. These protesters are from all
parts of the UK and we have been
organising it for some time.”
The crowd stood outside the
Home Office building holding signs
reading “No human is illegal” and
“We need your support”.
Protester Yacob said, “We are
asking the Home Office to be
truthful about the regime in Eritrea.
“We are people who have been
ruled by fear.”

Rule changes on earnings will hit
nurses hard and make the NHS crisis
worse, writes Tomáš Tengely-Evans
MIGRANT HEALTH workers from
outside the European Union (EU)
could be forced to leave Britain
under new immigration rules, the
Royal College of Nursing (RCN)
has warned.
Under the Tories’ latest immigration changes, migrants from outside
the EU will have to earn at least
£35,000 a year after six years to stay
in Britain.
Sakina is a nurse from the
Philippines working in Guys and
St Thomas’s NHS Trust in south
London.
She told Socialist Worker, “This
is just ridiculous—they just want to
use migrant workers.
“They’re saying, ‘We want you to
come here with your training, we
want to use your contract—then
go home. When you come to work
in London, you don’t actually save
money because you have to spend
it. But you build a life here.
“This would mean we couldn’t do
that. We’d be living in limbo.”

FIGURE IT OUT

6 million

BACK STORY

The Royal College of Nursing
(RCN) said the rule change
would cause “chaos” in the
health service
lMany hospitals recruit health
workers from overseas
lThe RCN estimates 3,365
migrant nurses would be affected
lBy 2020 that number could
double to 6,620
lIf the NHS staffing crisis
continues that figure could rise to
as many as 29,755

tougher immigration controls within
the EU.
But as Sakina said, “The NHS
couldn’t function without us. Even
now hospitals are recruiting more
nurses from overseas because they
are short-staffed.
“We are very short-staffed where
I work. The hospital had to go out
to the Philippines and recruit. I’d say
Crisis
that 80 percent of the workforce is
The NHS is in the grip of a staffing Filipino.”
crisis—and this would only intenShe added, “Many hospitals are
sify it.
relying on agencies because of the
Sakina said, “I’m over the thresh- staffing shortage.”
old. But it took me 15 years of work,
But the Tories have said hospitraining and going on courses to work tal bosses have to cut the rocketing
up to a band five on the pay scale.
agency staff bill as part of “efficiency
“There is no way someone could savings”.
do that in just six years.”
Sakina said, “They could raise
The RCN estimates that currently everyone’s pay to get them over the
3,365 nurses would be affected. But threshold—but that’s not going to
by 2020 that number would nearly happen. Are they planning privatisdouble to 6,620—and if the crisis per- ing the NHS to get costs down?
sists it could rocket to 29,755.
We need to link the fight against
David Cameron has
Tory attacks on the NHS and the
unleashed new racist
ramping up of racism against
attacks on migrant workmigrants.
ers since the general
Sakina said, “I’m dying
election and now heads
to
know
the new “Immigration
what would
Taskforce”.
happen to
Its official task is to
nurses after
find ways of cutting
six years and
net migration.
what would
And the Tories
happen to the NHS.
are also trying
“They need us—
to win powers
and we’d still
t o i m p o s e Filipino health worker protests against racism come.”

People live in Eritrea in eastern
Africa

10,000

 ritrean political prisoners have
E
been sent to jail over the last
20 years

69%

Of Eritreans are estimated to be
living in poverty according to the
World Bank
TORIES DAVID Cameron and Theresa May (left) on the beat with immigration enforcement officers

Refugees demand end of ‘jungle’ hell
REFUGEES IN the French port of
Calais refused to be swept out of
sight last Saturday, with a protest
more than 1,000 strong.
They marched the three miles
into the town centre from the
“jungle” shantytown on an old
landfill site they have been
driven into by police.
They chanted “We are not
animals” in protest at the
conditions they are forced to
live in. There are only 20 toilets
and four water points for an
estimated 3,000 people.
Most have taken long,
dangerous journeys from wartorn countries.
Mudassir and Sadiq are from
Sudan. Mudassir told Socialist
Worker, “I would have preferred
to stay and continue my studies,
but they were killing people in
the street.
“I left after my two brothers
were killed.”
Mechanical engineer Sadiq
was forced to repair a well and a
generator for rebels in the Darfur

region. He was then arrested and
jailed by the government. After
fleeing across the desert to Libya
he was again forced at gunpoint
to work for rival militias.
“I had to get out or they would
have killed me, so I paid all I had
for a boat to Italy,” he said.
“I was so afraid—the waves
came higher than our heads, and
I knew that many people had
been killed.”
Yessir’s journey from Syria
involved travel on foot, rubber
dinghy, plane, train and truck.
“It was very difficult,” he
said, “But in Syria everything is
destroyed—Bashar al-Assad was
killing us.”

Asylum

The migrants are in Calais to try
and get across the Channel to
Britain.
Applying for asylum in France
means a three month wait with
no food or shelter—often only to
be turned down.
Kiprom from Eritrea was
among those to succeed in
reaching Britain.
But European Union rules say

AVID CAMERON admitted
this week that virtually no
school will be safe from his
privatising agenda.
The Tories’ have already
announced they will force up
to 1,000 “failing” schools into
becoming academies.
But on Monday of this week
Cameron said that schools with
“good” Ofsted ratings could also
face being turned into academies.
He hit out at these schools,
claiming they were “coasting”.
His plan to extend academies

refugees must apply for asylum
in the first country they get to, so
he was told to go back to France.
“Now the French authorities
say they have no proof I was here
before and I should have applied
in Britain,” he said. “Why do
these governments play games
with us?”
Sadiq said, “Most of us want
to stay in France. But if another
country took us in we would go
there.”

Violence

As well as deprivation, the
migrants face regular violence
from masked attackers. People
talked of beatings with stones,
clubs and even a machete.
Some blame undercover
cops. But most believe it is
the local fascist group “Save
Calais”, which held its own small
demonstration last Saturday.
The refugees’ protest was
part of an international day of
action for refugees, with other
protests around Europe. In
Greece protesters rallied at the
Amygdaleza detention centre.
In Germany they dug symbolic

R

UNITED WE CAN BRING
DOWN THE TORIES
We now need to turn that
mood of defiance into a continuing
movement that can bring down
the Tories.
Everyone has to go back and
build resistance in our towns,
cities, colleges and workplaces.
We need a local People’s
Assembly group in every area to
organise actions and pull local
fights together.
Councils are planning to strip
local services—we can organise
marches and protests against
them.
The budget day on 8 July must
be the next national focal point of
resistance. Activists have already
started organising local protests.
In London the Tube workers are

also set to strike on that day. If the
RMT and TSSA unions join Aslef in
walking out, it will be the first total
shutdown of the Tube since the
1926 general strike.
This will give us a taste of our
real power to take on the Tories
and bosses.
We need to raise solidarity,
push for more workers’ struggles
and put pressure on the union
leaders to call action.
We need to build a movement
against the Tories.
When they come to
Manchester in October, we have
to lay siege for the duration of
their conference.
But building the movement is
not enough by itself.
Many people on the march
were also looking for a political
alternative to austerity and racism,
whether that’s the Green Party
or left wing Labour MP Jeremy
Corbyn.
Socialist Worker agrees that
we need a socialist alternative, but
one that’s rooted in working class
struggles.
That also means pushing for a
more united left now.
The Tories declared class war
on us—and last Saturday we
showed that we’d give them one.

‘‘

Budget day must
be a national
focal point of
resistance—start
organising now

RESIST ACADEMIES PLAN
D

CALAIS

by DAVE SEWELL in Calais

WHAT
WHAT WE
WE THINK
THINK

AGE AGAINST Tory
austerity ran through the
streets of London and
Glasgow last Saturday.
The tens of thousands
who marched sent a clear message
to David Cameron’s Eton gang—
“We will defy Tory rule”.
It showed that there is a real
mood in society to resist—and
boosted everyone’s confidence to
fight. Now we need to build the
momentum.
The Tories are intensifying
their assault on working class
people and ramping up the racist
scapegoating of Muslims and
migrants.
Tory chancellor George
Osborne will unleash a firestorm
of attacks on working class people
in the budget on 8 July.
The Tories think that they can
do as they please.
But they only have a narrow
majority—and party squabbles
are already breaking out. This
government can be beaten.
The People’s Assembly
demonstration acted as a focal
point for the resistance that broke
out after the general election.
Organising for the
demonstration has created local
groups of activists.

Part of the demonstration in Calais

graves outside parliament for
those drowned at sea. In Calais
the refugees organise together as
best they can.
The jungle shantytown has
quarters for each nationality and
language group, as well as shops
and a church.
The timber and tarpaulin
Afghan Hotel is a hub for
refugees fleeing the war in
Afghanistan.
Several are in desperate need
of medical attention.
Fawad injured his leg trying to

ignores the fact that schools
inspectorate Ofsted has just got
rid of 40 percent of its inspectors,
saying they are not up to the job
of inspecting schools.
And it ignores the complete
lack of any evidence that
academies improve the
performance of schools.
In fact only eight out of the 20
academy chains responsible for
more than 240 individual schools
are producing above average
results at GCSE or equivalent.
That’s according to the first

systematic government attempt to
grade their performance.
Even the MPs’ education select
committee agrees that “there
is no convincing evidence” on
the effectiveness of the Tories’
academies programme.
Anti-academies campaigners
have always argued that academies
are about letting bosses profit
from children’s education and
attacking workers’ terms and
conditions in the process.
To really improve education we
must fight back against them.

Picture: Socialist Worker

get on a truck to Britain. Safi has
the blood disease Thalassemia.
If left untreated this can lead
to organ damage, heart failure
or even death. But hospitals in
Italy and France have refused to
treat him, making Britain his last
hope.
Gulzamen said, “Why isn’t
the British government letting
anybody in?
“It makes everybody very
angry. If they opened the border
for just one hour it would help
hundreds of people.”

Get Socialist Worker
every week
If you liked this issue of Socialist
Worker, why not subscribe?
You’ll receive 20 pages of news,
analysis and political debate every
week for just £5 a month
For more details phone
020 7819 1171 or email
circ@socialistworker.co.uk
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GREECE

Workers move
to stop Syriza
backsliding
THE GREEK governmen
t, led
by the radical
left Syriza party,
is backsliding
under
from the European pressure
Union and
International
Monetary Fund.
But workers at
the formerly
state-owned Hellenic
Petroleum refinery
walked out
on Saturday.
And the Piraeus
dockers struck
on Thursday
last week.
of
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Backlash over
Birmingham
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A WAVE of Islamopho
panic has followed bic
CENTRA
LONDON
claims that L
●For
transport“Islamists”
and details go to
are plotting
www.thepeo
to take over
plesassembl
Birmingham
schools. y.org.uk
And hated schools
inspectorate
Ofsted has
allegedly told
some of
the schools they
failed for “not will be
teaching
counter-terrorism”.
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ANTI-FASCISM

Mass rally takes
on Nazis in
Walthamstow
UP TO 1,000
people rallied
in Walthamsto
w, north east
London, against
English Defence the racist
League
(EDL) last Saturday.
Fewer than 100
Nazis
joined the EDL
But a massive national demo.
police operation
allowed them
to march.
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Tories are treating
Muslims like sheep

THE TORIES are certainly off the leash—as prime
minister David Cameron’s Muslim-bashing speech to a
security conference in Slovakia last week demonstrated.
Heralding a new battery of repressive measures contained
in the new Counter-Terrorism and Security Act, Cameron
pointed the finger at Britain’s Muslims.
He accused them of secretly harbouring sympathies with
Isis, thereby preparing the ideological path for those who are
going off to fight in Syria and Iraq.
Of course there was no evidence produced to back this
up. Cameron merely asserted that “non-violent extremists”
opposed to British values in the Muslim community must be
secretly encouraging young people to join Isis. After all, what
other reasons could there be for them going off to fight?
The new law deliberately blurs the line between holding
ideas that the state defines as “extremist” or opposing
“British values” and violent acts of terrorism.
As many lawyers have pointed out, no-one can possibly
know where that line is drawn—until you are arrested or
your passport is taken away from you.
There is now a legal obligation on public servants, from
nursery school teachers to GPs and social workers, to spot
and report “signs of radicalisation”.
Everyone who is concerned to defend our civil liberties
should be alarmed at the perspective that is now opening up.
The law will further instil fear into Muslims and shrink
space for legitimate dissent, for example, against British
foreign policy and military campaigns.
Muslims are increasingly portrayed as though they are
mindless sheep easily led down the jihadi path by fiery
preachers or Isis YouTube postings. Or they are vulnerable
children “groomed” into doing something by an abusive adult.
They need a firm hand and a big stick to keep them on the
straight and narrow.

Travelling

We may furiously disagree with those individuals
travelling to join Isis. But we should at least credit them
having formed reasons for doing so. We might then learn
something useful.
As New Statesman columnist Myriam Francois-Cerrah
pointed out, according to Cameron’s view “the root of their
departure is to be located nowhere in Britain or its policies
(domestic or foreign) and entirely within the realm of ‘ideas’
–or ‘Islamist ideology’. Because Muslims don’t live in Britain,
they live in Islam. Or Islamism. Or whatever.
“The truth of course is that while ideas play their part,
material conditions have far more influence in determining
people’s behaviour than ideas per se—something the
government seems determined to ignore”.
I offer my humble self as a case-study.
I am not a pacifist. I believe there are circumstances when
it is right to use violence, for example in self-defence or
against an oppressor.
I believe that the law under capitalism is ultimately an
expression of class rule, and there is any number of them I
would be prepared to break.
I have no idea what “British values” are. And anyhow I
have never thought of myself as British, and I never will.
How did I arrive at this worldview? Perhaps one could
argue that I was groomed and radicalised by extremists at an
impressionable age.
It is true that “paper sellers” would accost me on my way
home from work—this was before the internet—and thrust a
newspaper into my hands. It talked of the need for a violent
overthrow of society, the suppression of the ruling class and
total destruction of class divisions.
Was this the first step on the conveyor-belt on my journey
of radicalisation? Was I then brained-washed by years of
party branch meetings?
Perhaps it was my parents’ fault for not preaching a
moderate outlook and respect for authority?
Or was it joining a manipulative non-violent extremist
organisation as a teenager—Amnesty International. There
I was shocked and emotionally disturbed by the plight of
political prisoners, usually locked in a dungeon by Westernfriendly despots.
Politicised or radicalised? Extremist or dissenter? Reader,
for now at least, you decide.

US state’s racism created
the Charleston church killer
By ANNETTE MACKIN

NINE BLACK church
goers were murdered in
Charleston, South Carolina
last week by a racist who
told them, “You have to
go”.
White supremacist Dylann
Roof spent an hour in a Bible
study group at the Emanuel
African Methodist Episcopal
church before taking out a
gun and opening fire.
Cynthia Hurd, Clementa
Pinckney, Sharonda
Coleman-Singleton, Tywanza
Sanders, Ethel Lance,
Depayne Middleton-Doctor,
Susie Jackson and Daniel
Simmons Sr were killed.
Roof reloaded up to
five times, telling worshippers, “You rape our women
and you’re taking over our
country.”
As soon as the shooting
was reported commentators admonished people for
calling out the killer’s racist
motives. Police categorised it
as a “hate crime”.

THE MARCH for Black Lives in Charleston on Saturday of
last week (above) Racist killer Dylann Roof (left)

Rhodesia and apartheid-era
South Africa.
The same commentators
who urged caution about
his racism were now trying
to isolate Roof as a crazed,
lone killer without any
connections.

Struggle

The Emanuel is a church
with longstanding links to
the struggle against racism
in the US (see below). It has
the oldest black congregation south of Baltimore. This
is why Roof chose it.
The church was founded
by a freed slave and carpenter named Denmark Vesey. In
1822, just four years after it
was built, he was the leader of
an insurrection of slaves which
became known as “the rising”.
Martin Luther King visited
the church in 1962 to urge
black people to vote.
It has emerged that Roof
ran a website called The
Last Rhodesian where he

Ideology
published a 2,444 word rant
outlining his intentions to
spark a race war.
He wrote, “I chose
Charleston because it is most
historic city in my state, and
at one time had the highest
ratio of blacks to whites in
the country”.
Pictures soon emerged of
him wearing a jacket emblazoned with the flags of the
defunct apartheid state

Yet on his website he cites
the white nationalist Council
of Conservative Citizens
(CofCC) as influential in
shaping his racist ideology.
The CofCC whips up
racism by promoting news
stories about so-called “black
on white” crime. It is a mainstream organisation with connections to the Republican
Party.
Its president Earl Holt has
donated over £40,000 to

A history of racism and resistance
REVEREND Clementa
Pinckney—one of those
shot down in the racist
slaughter last week—
knew all about the
church’s radical history.
He once told a group
of visiting doctoral
students, “Where you are
is a very special place in
Charleston.
“This site, this area,
has been tied to the
history and life of African
Americans since the early
1800s”.
Its founder, freed slave
Denmark Vesey, was
hanged for planning a
slave insurrection. White

Statue of Denmark Vesey in
Charleston’s Hampton Park

supremacists burned the
original church to the
ground shortly afterwards.
Efforts to erect a statue
of Vesey in Charleston
were met with opposition
from racist groups for
decades. Many of those
groups had historical
links to the pro-slavery
Confederate army.
A statue was finally
erected in Charleston’s
Hampton Park earlier this
year.
Roof attacked the
church on 17 June—the
same date that Vesey’s
planned uprising would
have taken place.

Republican presidential candidates. In an article he calls
black people “the laziest, stupidest and most criminallyinclined race in the history of
the world”.
Roof is also photographed
brandishing the Confederate
flag. This symbol has its roots
in slavery, and white supremacists rally around it.
Yet it also flies on the
South Carolina state capitol.
Roof is not a one-off. His
racism is the same as that
which has repeatedly seen
black people killed in high
profile shootings by police
over the last two years.
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Tories plot
to snatch
workers’
tax credits

Environment

Vicious attack will force more
people to choose between heating
and eating, writes Dave Sewell
THE TORIES are coming to
snatch cash from low-paid workers. David Cameron this week
hinted at a plan to raid tax credit
benefits.
In a speech on Monday he ranted
against the “merry go round” of
benefits paid to people in work.
This was seen as referring to
working tax credits and child tax
credits.
Some 3.3 million families receive
an average of £123.90 a week in
tax credits—that’s one household
in eight.
It’s the first hint of the Tories’
promised £12 billion welfare cuts.
Chancellor George Osborne is set
to reveal the full gory details in his
“emergency” budget on 8 July.
Writing in the Sunday Times
newspaper, Osborne and work and
pensions secretary Iain Duncan
Smith claimed they were tackling a
“dependency culture”.
But the widespread need for
in-work benefits shows how hollow
the much-touted economic recovery
has been for working class people.

Living

Two thirds of people who found
work last year took jobs paying less
than the living wage.
The average worker has also lost
£2,500 a year since 2010—though
top bosses’ pay went up by 26 percent according to the TUC.
Cameron had the gall to make
low pay part of his case for cuts. He
argued, “We need to move from a
low wage, high tax, high welfare
society to a higher wage, lower tax,
lower welfare society.”
But the government is driving
down wages with its public sector
pay freeze and workfare schemes.
Tax credit cuts would only force
more people to choose between
eating and heating their homes.
But this is risky for the Tories—
because it is so vicious. It could
undermine their attempt to use welfare cuts to pit those in work against
disabled and unemployed people
who have so far borne the brunt.
These groups have lost so much

FIGURE IT OUT
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that even Duncan Smith admits he
will struggle to cut more.
Yet he is still trying, with a below
inflation benefit freeze and a tightening of the welfare cap planned.
Last week protesters from
Disabled People Against Cuts
demonstrated in defence of the
Independent Living Fund benefit.
This pays for assistance to people
with severe disabilities. It is set to
close next week after a long battle—
putting the people who claim it at
the mercy of cash-strapped councils.
Labour leadership candidate
Andy Burnham slammed the threat
to cut tax credits.
But Burnham and other Labour
figures prepared the ground for the
attack by playing along with the
Tories’ scapegoating.
Osborne and Duncan Smith
began their missive by smugly quoting Blairite former minister David
Blunkett. He said paying in-work
benefits was “crackers”.
Fortunately activists aren’t waiting for Labour. They’re planning
protests around Britain on budget
day and a day of action over benefits and housing on Saturday
25 July.



On other pages...

Cruel firms tell claimants to get
therapy or lose cash >>Page 17

PROTESTING AGAINST fracking outside Preston Town Hall

Attempts to bring fracker Caudrilla
back to Lancashire met with protests
by DAVE SEWELL

HUNDREDS OF people protested
outside Preston Town Hall on
Tuesday of this week as Lancashire
County Council considered
whether to bring fracking back to
the region.
Councillors were discussing
whether to allow fracking firm
Cuadrilla to drill for shale gas at
two locations.
This would be the first fracking
operation to take place in Britain
since 2011.
Fracking operations stopped
when a Cuadrilla company rig
in Lancashire was shut down
after it was found that it caused
earthquakes.

High

Fracking is short for hydraulic
fracturing, a method mainly used
to extract shale gas.
High volumes of water laced
with abrasive sand and chemicals
are blasted into horizontal
fractures deep underground.
Bosses insist it is safe but
fracking wells often rupture and
can leak deadly chemicals into the
soil and water. The Tories have

a lot riding on the Lancashire
decision. They want to follow the
US, where a boom in fracking has
helped make it a major gas and oil
producer.
But the dangers of fracking are
much better known now—and
Britain’s shale gas reserves are
much closer to major population
centres.

Sustained

Protests have taken place wherever
wells have been dug to explore for
shale gas.
There have also been mass
demonstrations in Manchester and
in Balcombe, West Sussex. And
Lancashire itself has seen sustained
campaigning by a number of
groups.
Protesters held a die-in in the
street and tied a yellow ribbon
around the county hall. A same sex
couple even brought their “antifracking wedding” to the protest.
Council planning officers have
recommended to allow drilling at
the Preston New Road site.
But their fracking
recommendations have been
defied before in light of public
pressure. A decision was expected
this week.
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lSOME 9,000 people from across
Britain came to parliament in
central London on Wednesday of
last week to lobby their MPs for
action against climate change.
The lobby was called by the
Climate Coalition.
It is a broad alliance including
charities, churches, trade unions
and the Campaign against Climate
Change.
On the eve of the pope’s
speech about climate change
(see page 15), it aimed to build
political pressure in the run-up
to international talks in Paris in
December.
The Green Party’s Caroline
Lucas, left wing Labour leadership
contender Jeremy Corbyn and
prospective Tory candidate for
London mayor Zac Goldsmith were
among the MPs taking part.
Lucas said, “A lot of people
have said how disappointed they
were that climate change didn’t
feature more highly in the election
campaign.
“This shows how much people
care about the issue.”
For more information on the
Campaign Against Climate Change go
to campaigncc.org
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CONFERENCE
SNP looks to
build union links

Picture: Duncan Brown

THE SCOTTISH National Party
(SNP) Trade Union Group’s
first conference in Stirling last
Saturday dispelled any doubts
about Labour’s decline in
Scotland.
The group now claims almost
16,000 members. Senior union
officials, branch officers and
workplace reps were among the
123 delegates.
The leadership was clearly
pleased with the turnout and
is now grappling with the task
of turning the group into an
influential force in the trade
union movement.
Trades councils will be
one focal point because they
“significantly influence the
development of the Scottish

SNP Trade Union Group logo

TUC’s discourse over a period”.
Devolution of unions’ political
funds is another priority.
But the top table was
dominated by politicians
who argued for “partnership
working” between unions,
bosses and government. Strikes
were scarcely mentioned.
And there were tensions. The
leadership is looking to electoral
machine politics. But it’s clear
that many see the group as a
way of rebuilding trade union
strength to take on the Tories.
SNP leader Nicola Sturgeon
told delegates she didn’t want
to see strikes but industrial
relations based on“pulling
together”.
“We are one Scotland,” she
said.

‘‘

It is vitally important
that we challenge racism and Islamophobia
today, especially since
my father’s brutal murder at the hand of Nazis.
I am coming to Marxism
to organise, resist and
fight.”
Maz Saleem

marxismfestival.org.uk

Solidarity can beat new
Glasgow council attack
by RAYMIE KIERNAN in Glasgow

GLASGOW’S GEORGE Square
saw an immense display of working class solidarity on Thursday
of last week.
Around 2,500 trade union activists joined a protest in support of
the city’s long-running homelessness caseworkers’ strike.
Most were delegates to the
Unison union’s national conference
taking place in Glasgow last week.
They voted to end last Thursday’s
conference session early, then
marched and chanted through the
streets to a rally in the square.
The homelessness caseworkers,
who work for Labour-run Glasgow
City Council, called the protest to
build support for their 13-week
strike.
They also demanded the reinstatement of Robert O’Donnell,
a Unison rep sacked by bosses at
SECC—the venue Unison leaders
chose for the conference. SECC is
91 percent owned by the council.
Care UK union rep Roger Hutt
from Doncaster spoke at a rally of
union activists assembling to march
to the square. He said, “This is what
trade union activism is all about. All
for one and one for all.”

Caseworkers

Eve Rennie from Gloucestershire
health and community branch told
Socialist Worker, “We are showing that Unison members throughout Britain stand with the Glasgow
caseworkers and Robert O’Donnell.”
City council bosses are under
huge pressure to resolve the two
disputes.
Caseworkers have been on all-out
strike since 31 March demanding
they are paid equal to other coun- RALLYING IN Glasgow’s George Sqaure
cil staff with similar responsibilities.
Unison says it believes Robert’s striking together nationally and tell
sacking relates to his role as a trade our politicians, ‘You mess with one
union activist.
of us, you mess with us all’.”
Chants of “Glasgow council,
The council has now announced
STRIKING HOSPITAL porters
shame on you” rang out through 3,000 job losses by 2018. Glasgow
in Dundee have forced bosses
the square.
Unison must launch a major fightback to the negotiating table
Council-owned SECC disgracefully back. It should ballot across the
after 12 weeks of indefinite
refuses to recognise trade unions.
council against these attacks.
strike.
Unison general secretary Dave
The caseworkers have received
Talks are set to take place
Prentis told the rally, “We cannot a massive boost to continue their
this week.
condone bad union practice”. He fight. But they have also inspired
A programme of meetings
threatened to take SECC off Unison’s workers across Britain.
was set to begin on Tuesday
approved venues list and encourage
East London’s Unison Tower
and Wednesday.
other unions to do the same.
Hamlets branch secretary John
The porters at the Ninewells
He also told striking casework- McLoughlin told Socialist Worker.
and Royal Victoria hospitals
ers, “All the resources of our union “When people come to Glasgow
have gone all-out. They
will be with you,” and that, “We they often get a wee dram of whisky
demand that they are regraded
need more people taking a stand but what they need to do is bottle
to a higher pay band.
like this.”
the spirit of this strike.
They want to be paid
Striker Mary Docherty told
“Let’s take it back and build
the same as other porters
Socialist Worker she was “abso- the fight nationally to take on this
employed by the NHS in
lutely gobsmacked” at the turnout rotten Tory government.”
Scotland.
on the demonstration.
Bosses have refused to enter
She said, “We’ll take great
On other pages...
any serious negotiations up
strength from this to keep up our
until now and have tried to
fight against austerity.
Local journalists in London strike
back against job cuts >>Page 18
“I think we should all be out

Picture: Duncan Brown

Dundee porters win talks



pretend the strike is having no
impact on the daily running of
the hospital.
The dispute has also
exposed the Scottish National
Party’s (SNP) left wing
rhetoric.
The Scottish government
has responsibility for health
in Scotland and SNP health
minister, Shona Robison, is
also the local MSP.
But she has kept her
distance from the dispute
Yet the porters have kept
up the pressure on her. They
have protested outside her
constituency office to force her
to get involved.
Her party’s claim to be
“treating workers fairly” rings
hollow in Dundee’s hospitals.
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Just a
thought...

No to cuts
in the NHS

One rule for
the Tories...

Illustration: Tim Sanders

THE TORY government
promised to put an extra
£8 billion into the NHS.
But the Tories didn’t tell
us that hospitals were
expected to make cuts of
£22 billion in “efficiencies”.
Hospitals are having to
make nasty, damaging cuts.
The Whittington Hospital
Board is discussing the
implementation of
£16 million of cuts to a
range of services. This
includes a £2 million cut to
acute services.
Local people are not
prepared to accept cuts to
our hospital. We will
launch a campaign to fight
back and beat the cuts.

Shirley Franklin
Chair, Defend the Whittington
Hospital Coalition

Housing in
London is hell
EARLIER THIS month me
and my partner began flat
hunting to rent in London.
We viewed a
one-bedroom former
council owned duplex in a
state of disrepair. The rent
was £1,000 a month.
Then my partner viewed
another ex-council flat in
Finsbury. She was told to
email the agent her age,
employment status and
salary. The flat would go to
the those with the most
money. We didn't get it.
The housing crisis is
getting worse. In Berlin,
rent controls have been
introduced—if they can do
it there, it can happen here.

Tom Kay
London

Jobs under
threat
SWANSEA University is
undermining union
agreements to not make
compulsory redundancies
by introducing agency
workers by stealth.
Cleaners in the Fulton
House and Library building
have been replaced with
agency workers.
Older workers are being
lined up to be forced out so
management can introduce
more lower paid, casual
workers. The Unison union
have objected but are not
taking the matter seriously.
We need your help to
protect our jobs!

Jessica Walker
by email

Why workers should say no
to staying in the bosses’ EU
NEITHER SIDE leading the
campaigns over Europe—David
Cameron for a yes vote or Ukip for
a no—has policies that socialists
would support.
The argument that we don’t
want to side with the racists
(Letters, 13 June) is a nonstarter—the referendum will have
racists on both sides.
We have to cut through their
racist crap and argue an
independent socialist position.
The European Union (EU), with
its various agreements, is a
mechanism for the undemocratic
imposition of neoliberalism
throughout its 26 states.
Greece is a prime example of
this. The fact that Greece is part of
the EU and the euro is being used
to crucify Greek workers.
The Maastricht Treaty, which
founded the EU, imposes severe
spending limits on each member
state.
A fight against neoliberalism is
also a fight against the EU.
Incidentally this makes the
Scottish National Party’s position
of staying in the EU and claiming
to be against austerity
contradictory and hypocritical.
Finally, the idea that the
anti-racist socialist left is so small
and irrelevant that our voices will
not be heard is a self-fulfilling
prophecy.
Let’s unite with workers in
Europe in a common fight against
austerity, racism and immigration
controls.

Duncan Brown
Glasgow

Fighting austerity in Europe

lJOINING THE yes camp as Clare
Fermont suggests (Letters,
13 June) would mean saying yes
to Fortress Europe, its
institutionalised racism and deadly
immigration policies.
It would go against the essence
of our anti-racism and
internationalism.
EU distribution of money to
distressed regions, John Charlton
(Letters, 13 June)? Tell that to the
Greeks.
Besides, it is another basic tenet
of class politics that we cannot
rely on legislation to “guarantee”
workers’ rights, which is what
John seems to be calling for.

Simon Andrewes
by email

lTWO LETTERS have expressed
concern over the Socialist Workers
Party calling for a no vote in the
EU referendum (Letters, 13 June).
There was concern that this
would get us lumped in with the

racist camp of Ukip and the Tory
right. But we are right to stick to
our analysis of the EU as a bosses’
Europe.
The revolutionary left is often in
the minority. To avoid an argument
out of fear of being misunderstood
or unpopular panders to the
opportunist and defeatist
arguments.
Workers’ rights can be fought
for on a national and international
basis. The EU and Britain will
never give concessions to the
working class out of the goodness
of their hearts.
They must be forced to give
them. The emancipation of the
working class is the act of the
working class.
Dean Scurlock
Cardiff

lTHE EU really is a bosses’ club.
Cameron’s phony renegotiation
can only entrench neoliberalism
even further while attacking
migrants’ rights. Joining the yes
camp, even critically, surely
endorses Cameron’s manoeuvre.
But exiting the EU on the terms
of Ukip and the Tory right risks
unleashing a carnival of reaction.
So why not propose an
organised boycott of the
referendum, spoilt ballot papers
and all?
It would be a tactic for active
intervention into the debate
unhindered by the toxic
associations of either camp, not a
tactic of passive abstention.

Ed Mynott
Withington, Greater Manchester
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THE TORRIDGE area
has the lowest average
salaries in the country.
Tory MP for Torridge and
West Devon Geoffrey
Cox has a parliamentary
salary of £67,000.
Cox had a 60 percent
attendance at parliament
last year. In October a
pregnant mother got
a 60 day custodial
sentence because her
child didn’t attend school
beyond the 60 percent
that was managed.
To echo Marvin Gaye,
“What’s going on?”
Dave Clinch
Plymouth

We must fight
attacks on us
MORE CUTS, more
closures, more
privatisation, more pay
freezes, more benefit
sanctions, more racism,
more scapegoating!
It does not have to be
like this. We can unite
and fight back to smash
the Tories and stop
austerity. Not only can
we—we must.
Josh Brown
Glasgow

Boris stitches
up firefighters
TORY MAYOR of London
Boris Johnson along with
fire commissioner Ron
Dobson have done over
London firefighters by
blocking the return of
13 engines.
They were taken by
scabs to be used during
the strikes.
Their decision comes
after the FBU union
agreed to terms to
ensure their return to
stations. It is a total
disgrace.
Julie Ann
London

How to shame
the bosses
LAST MONDAY in
Edinburgh legal firm
Anderson Strathern
was set to run a
training session on
“quick dismissals”
and “encouraging
resignations”.
At £90 plus VAT a
head this was training on
how to ruin lives cheaply
and was over-subscribed.
Unite the Resistance
decided to organise a
protest outside to shame
those attending.
The event has now
been cancelled. Protest
works.
Penny Gower
Edinburgh

FEATURE
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HE PEOPLE’S Assembly
march in central London
last Saturday was the
biggest and liveliest
demonstration against
austerity in years.
Organisers said some 250,000
people joined the protest.
Hundreds, if not thousands, of
coaches from all over England and
Wales brought a vast array of people
into London to march against the
Tories.
Up to 10,000 protested in George
Square, Glasgow, against austerity at
the same time.
It wasn’t just the size of the demos
that was so impressive—the atmosphere was lively too.
The weeks after the Tory election
victory last month saw a resurgence
of angry protests in towns and cities.
Large numbers of people fed up with
Tory rule were drawn into political
activity for the first time.
Last Saturday’s march focused and
amplified that.
Trade unions played a central role
in organising the protest and had a
very visible presence. But in between
union delegations were banners
from groups such as Goths Against
Austerity.
And thousands of homemade placards ranged from the sublime—“Is
this the queue for the food bank?”—
to the ridiculous, “David Cameron is
actually a robot made of ham!”
One placard simply said, “Fuck the
fucking fuckers”.
Ellie, a health worker from east
London, told Socialist Worker, “This
is my first demonstration. I’m not
here just about health—it’s everything. I’m disgusted at what the
Tories are doing.”

Worried

The STUC protest in Glasgow

Picture: Duncan Brown

Nicky Stevens, who was on the
Glasgow protest, told Socialist
Worker that she was worried about
the future for her two children.
She said, “I’m worried about their
education, their jobs, everything.
Austerity is a lie. They’re spending a
fortune giving parliament a facelift
at the same time as they’re cutting
school bus services.”
Gordon Scott from Stirlingshire,

PEOPLE’S ASSEMBLY MARCH
‘SOMETHING IS
CHANGING’

Health workers

National Gallery

Up to a quarter of a million people
came out on the streets last Saturday
to show the new Tory government
they are not prepared to put up with
austerity. Socialist Worker journalists
were with them on the protests
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National Gallery strikers
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important people come together and
show there is resistance to their
attempts to impose further austerity
and attack our trade union rights.
“Today will give confidence to
people to fight in the workplace.”
Activists on the coaches home were
already planning their next step.
People are looking towards the
national demo outside the Tory
party conference in Manchester on
4 October. And there will be protests across Britain on 8 July when
Tory chancellor George Osborne
announces his emergency budget.
Daniel was on one of the coaches
that came down from Newcastle.

Confidence

Labour leadership contender and MP
Jeremy Corbyn got a rock star reception

who was active during the Miners’
Strike of 1984-85, was also on the
protest. He said, “I can see no alternative but for people like me to become
active again.”
Tony, who organised coaches from
Plymouth, told Socialist Worker,
“People on the coach back were talking about how young and angry the
march was. It was very different
because it was from below.
“It wasn’t like the TUC demos—it
really did feel very different. It felt
like something is changing. It felt like
something new.”
Sixth form student Imogen was
one of those new activists. She told
Socialist Worker, “I’m here to defend
education. I want to go to uni in the
future but they’re making it harder.
“The rich are getting richer and
the poor poorer. It’s like the film The
Hunger Games.”
Khaira from west London felt the
same. She said, “I was so angry when
the Tories won. I’d like to go to uni
and find somewhere to live but it’s all
so expensive today”.
The march wasn’t just about
expressing people’s anger. It was also
a place for people to debate how to
resist the Tories.
Many of those on the protest
felt excited by left wing Labour MP
Jeremy Corbyn’s decision to stand
for the Labour Party leadership. They
were encouraged by the fact that
Corbyn had secured enough nominations from Labour MPs to make
it onto the ballot paper. For lots of

Firefighters

A wave of anger hit
the streets of London
in last Saturday’s
People’s Assembly
demonstration
Pictures: Guy Smallman

people, the idea that Corbyn could
shift Labour to the left seemed to fit
with the sense that resistance to austerity had been reinvigorated.
School leaver Reuben from
Taunton was one of them. He
told Socialist Worker, “There are
all sorts of protests and campaigns going on that people
should get involved in. We
need more protests.
“But we also need Jeremy
Corbyn to be elected Labour
leader. Labour has moved to the
right since Thatcher. If he doesn’t
get elected—but Liz Kendall
does—then Labour is finished.”
Other marchers were more
cautious in their support, but were
also pleased to see a left wing candidate on the ballot paper.
Charity worker Nick said,
“Where are Labour today? They
are not providing an alternative to
what the Tories are doing.
“The only leadership candidate The marchers’ message was simple

here is Jeremy Corbyn. The rest are
all pro big business”.
He added, “I’d pay £3 to be a supporter of Labour to vote for Jeremy—
he’s a decent guy and a good socialist.
He’s not a career politician. But sadly
I don’t think he’ll win.

Hope

“Labour offers no hope. It’s important
we show out to demonstrations like
this to show there are people who are
defying the Tories and give hope to
ordinary people out there.”
Others had simply given up on
Labour, and had started to look for
an alternative.
The Green Party had a sizeable bloc on the march. Green
Party member Suzie told Socialist
Worker, “I kind of lost faith in the
Labour Party. I’ve been a member
of the Greens for about a year. I
stood as a Green Party council candidate in Aylesbury in May.”
Disabled People Against Cuts

steering committee member
Roger Lewis was also on the
protest. He told Socialist
Worker, “We’re pleased
that Jeremy Corbyn is on
the ballot paper.
“But it also shows what
I’ve learned by working
with John McDonnell A marcher mocks Tory chancellor George Osborne

and going to Left Platform
meetings—the Labour left is
weak.”
He added, “The real
question is, when is the
break going to be? We can’t
‘reclaim’ the Labour Party
and still need to build a left
alternative.
“People’s anger could break
to the right—or to forces such
as the Scottish National Party
in Scotland. It shows that we need
to put something in place now.”
Corbyn himself spoke at the final
rally—and was greeted like a rock
star. He said, “Demonstrations are
very important. They’re part of our
political process.
“I pay tribute to each and every
one of you who’s come out today to
say a different world is possible.”
Other speakers greeted with rapturous applause included comedian
Russell Brand, and singer Charlotte
Church who said we must “save

ourselves from years of yuppie rule”.
Activists involved in different
aspects of the fightback addressed
the protest.
Weyman Bennett from Unite
Against Fascism spoke as the march
assembled near the Bank of England,
in the heart of the City of London
financial district. He said, “It was not
migrants who caused the crisis, it was
that bank over there.”
Victimised PCS union rep Candy
Udwin talked about the strike against
privatisation at the National Gallery
and fighting attacks on trade unions.

Action

Everyone agreed that more action
was needed after the march. Many
trade unionists argued that more
strikes would be crucial.
PCS member Keith said, “After
today we need to push trade union
leaders to call strike action. We need
to build and spread the resistance
further.
“The National Gallery is a great
example of this—but the danger is
they are left to do it on their own.
“We need more disputes like that—
action from below—that can pressure
union leaders to act.”
He added, “Today can’t just be an
expression of opposition that fizzles
out. It has to be the start of something
more permanent.”
John McLoughlin came with a
delegation from his branch of the
Unison union in Tower Hamlets, east
London.
He told Socialist Worker, “It’s really
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He told Socialist Worker, “On the
ride home everyone was very tired,
but full of confidence. There was a
desire to do more.”
Martin from Manchester said,
“People were exhausted after the
demo—but they were also really
happy.
“The demo at the Tory party conference is something people are really
up for. And they just felt big follow up
stuff was a good idea.”
And Tony from Plymouth said,
“We had a meeting on the coach
coming back. Everybody was talking
about how we can unite. And people
want action too.
“We agreed that we would launch
a progressive parties’ alliance that
would meet regularly to build and
organise resistance.”
He added, “We’ve got 49 people
already signed up to go to Manchester.
Travelling from Plymouth, we have to
go the night before.
“So people aren’t just signing up
for the demo—they’re signing up for
the whole weekend.”
Tony explained that the demo had
paved the way for building resistance
to the government on a huge scale.
He said, “The Tories will be rattled
by this. There’s something big here”.
He’s right—everyone who wants to
defy Tory rule will be feeling more
confident than ever to fight back.
The demo on Saturday wasn’t just
another march.
It was the day that the resistance
to the Tories was rekindled.

Class anger against the Tories
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WHAT WE
STAND FOR
These are the core politics of
the Socialist Workers Party.
INDEPENDENT WORKING
CLASS ACTION
Under capitalism workers’ labour
creates all profit. A socialist
society can only be constructed
when the working class seizes
control of the means of production
and d emocratically plans how they
are used.
REVOLUTION NOT REFORM
The present system cannot be
patched up or reformed as the
established Labour and trade
union leaders say.
It has to be overthrown.
Capitalism systematically
degrades the natural world.
Ending environmental crisis
means creating a new society.
THERE IS NO
PARLIAMENTARY ROAD
The structures of the present
parliament, army, police and
judiciary cannot be taken over
and used by the working class.
They grew up under capitalism
and are designed to protect the
ruling class against the workers.
The working class needs an
entirely different kind of state—a
workers’ state based upon
councils of workers’ delegates and
a workers’ militia.
At most parliamentary
activity can be used to make
propaganda against the present
system.
Only the mass action of the
workers themselves can destroy
the system.
INTERNATIONALISM
The struggle for socialism is
part of a worldwide s truggle.
We campaign for solidarity with
workers in other countries.
We oppose everything which
turns workers from one country
against those from other countries.
We oppose racism and
imperialism.We oppose all
immigration controls.
We support the right of black
people and other oppressed
groups to organise their own
defence.We support all genuine
national liberation movements.
The experience of Russia
demonstrates that a socialist
revolution cannot survive in
isolation in one country.
In Russia the result was
state capitalism, not socialism.
In Eastern Europe and China
a similar system was later
established by Stalinist parties.
We support the struggle of
workers in these countries against
both private and state capitalism.
We are for real social,
economic and political equality
of women.We are for an end
to all forms of discrimination
against lesbian, gay, bisexual and
transgender people.
We defend the right of
believers to practise their religion
without state interference.
THE REVOLUTIONARY PARTY
To achieve socialism the most
militant sections of the working
class have to be organised into a
revolutionary socialist party.
Such a party can only be
built by activity in the mass
organisations of the working class.
We have to prove in p ractice
to other workers that reformist
leaders and reformist ideas are
opposed to their own i nterests.
We have to build a rank and file
movement within the unions.
To join us, turn to page 16
or go to www.swp.org.uk
or phone 020 7819 1170 for
more information

WHAT’S ON

Email your meetings to events@socialistworker.co.uk or phone 020 7819 1170

WORKER
{ SOCIALIST
PUBLIC MEETINGS }

LONDON: LEWISHAM

SOCIALIST WORKER BRANCH MEETINGS

Is Scotland more radical
than England?
Wed 1 Jul, 7.30pm,
West Greenwich Community
and Arts Centre,
141 Greenwich High Rd,
SE10 8JA

ESSEX

Street movements, strikes
and protests—how can
we beat the Tories?
Thu 2 Jul, 7.30pm,
Friends Meeting House,
Rainsford Rd, Chelmsford
CM1 2QL

LONDON: NEWHAM

Why are there so few
strikes in Britain?
Wed 1 Jul, 7pm,
Stratford Advice Arcade,
107-109 The Grove (next to
Morrisons car park), E15 1HP

WORKER
{ SOCIALIST
BRANCH MEETINGS }
Weekly meetings to discuss
political issues and our local
interventions. All welcome.

LONDON: SOUTHWARK

Immigration—the myths
used to divide us
Thu 2 July, 7pm,
Snug Room,The Grand Union,
26 Camberwell Grove (off
Camberwell Church St),
SE5 8RE

ABERDEEN

What is the real
Marxist tradition?
Thu 2 Jul, 7pm,
The Snug, Ma Cameron’s,
6-8 Little Belmont St,
AB10 1JG

LONDON:TOWER HAMLETS

Is Marxism still
relevant today?
Wed 1 Jul, 7pm,
Oxford House, Derbyshire St,
E2 6HG

BARNSLEY

Greece—the battle
against the bankers
Thu 2 Jul, 6.30pm,
YMCA,
Blucher St, S70 1AP
BIRMINGHAM: CITY CENTRE

Greece—the battle
against the bankers
Wed 1 Jul, 7pm,
Birmingham LGBT Centre,
38/40 Holloway Circus,
B1 1EQ
BOLTON

Syriza and Greece—
rich vs poor. Where
are the European
economies heading?
Wed 8 Jul, 6.30pm,
Bolton Socialist Club,
16 Wood St (off
Bradshawgate), BL1 1DY
BRADFORD

What sort of left do we need?
Wed 1 Jul, 7pm,
Equity Centre,
Perkin House,
82 Grattan Rd, BD1 2LU
BRIGHTON

Marxism and terrorism
Wed 1 Jul, 7.30pm,
Friends Meeting House,
Ship St, BN1 1AF
BRISTOL: SOUTH

The politics of riots
Wed 1 Jul, 7.30pm,
YHA,14 Narrow Quay,
BS1 4QA
CAMBRIDGE

Is Marxism still
relevant today?
Thu 2 Jul, 7.30pm,
Shanghai Family Restaurant,
39 Burleigh St, CB1 1DG
CARDIFF

A rebel’s guide to Trotsky
Wed 1 Jul, 7.30pm,
Cathays Community Centre,
Cathays Terrace, CF24 4HX
CHELMSFORD

Pride, politics and
protest—a revolutionary
guide to LGBT liberation
Thu 16 Jul, 7.30pm,
Friends Meeting House,
Rainsford Rd, CM1 2QL
COLCHESTER

Is England moving
to the right?
Tue 7 Jul, 7.30pm,
The Odd One Out,
28 Mersea Rd, CO2 7ET

LONDON:WALTHAM FOREST

Italian police attack a demonstration by migrants

In or out? What should socialists
say about the EU referendum?
BRISTOL: NORTH
Thu 2 Jul, 7.30pm,
5th Floor,The Canteen,
Hamilton House,
80 Stokes Croft,
BS1 3QY
CHESTERFIELD
Thu 2 Jul, 7.30pm,
Chesterfield Library (please
enter via Cafe Browser),
New Beetwell St, S40 1QL
LONDON: BRENT
AND HARROW
Thu 16 Jul, 7.30pm,
The Pepperpot Centre,
1aThorpe Close,

DUNDEE

Greece—the battle
against the bankers
Wed 1 Jul, 7.30pm,
Dundee Voluntary Action,
10 Constitution Rd,
DD1 1LL
EDINBURGH

The politics of TTIP
Wed 1 Jul, 7.30pm,
Friends Meeting House,
7 Victoria Terrace,
EH1 2JL
EXETER

Street movements, strikes
and protests—how can
we beat the Tories?
Thu 2 Jul, 7pm,
New Horizon Cafe,
47 Longbrook St,
EX4 6AW
GLASGOW: NORTH

Carnival of reaction—
a Marxist analysis of
the Orange Order

Ladbroke Grove (close to the
station),
W10 5XL
LONDON: BRIXTON
Wed 1 Jul, 7pm,
Vida Walsh Centre,
2b Saltoun Rd, (near Effra
Rd, facing Windrush Square),
SW2 1EP
LONDON: HACKNEY
Thu 16 Jul, 7.30pm,
The Round Chapel,
2 Powerscroft Rd (corner
Lower Clapton Rd),
Hackney,
E5 0PU

Wed 1 Jul, 7.30pm,
Posh Nosh Cafe,
86 Maryhill Rd (near Georges
Cross Underground), G20 7QB

LONDON: KINGSTON
Wed 1 Jul, 7pm,
Kingston Quaker Centre,
Fairfield East
KT1 2PT

NEWCASTLE
Thu 2 Jul, 7pm,
Broadacre House,
Market St,
NE1 6HQ

MANCHESTER CENTRAL
Thu 2 Jul, 7pm
Friends Meeting House,
6 Mount St,
M2 5NS

NORWICH
Thu 2 Jul, 7.30pm,
Vauxhall Centre,
Johnson Place,
NR2 2SA

MEDWAY
Thu 2 Jul, 7.30pm,
Conference room,
Nucleus Arts Centre,
272 High St, Chatham,
ME4 4BP

NOTTINGHAM
Wed 1 Jul, 7.30pm,
International
Community Centre,
61b Mansfield Rd,
NG1 3FN

IPSWICH

GLASGOW: SOUTH

How the SWP organises
Tue 7 Jul, 7pm,
Labour Club,
33-35 Silent St, IP1 1TF

HARLOW

The new liberalism
in Scotland
Mon 6 Jul, 7.30pm,
Betty Nicol’s Pub,
297 High St, KY1 1JL

Can the SNP fight austerity?
Thu 2 Jul, 7.30pm,
Govanhill Baths,
99 Calder St,
G42 7RA
Greece—the battle
against the bankers
Thu 23 Jul, 7.30pm,
Friends Meeting House,
1 Church Leys,
CM18 6BX

KIRKCALDY

Can Jeremy Corbyn move
Labour to the left?
Wed 1 Jul, 6.30pm,
Brian Jackson House,
2 New North Parade (near
both train and bus stations),
HD1 5JP

WOLVERHAMPTON
AND WALSALL

Black lives matter—
racism, class and police
brutality in the US
Wed 1 Jul, 7.30pm,
The Irish Mbassy pub,
25-27 Lichfield St,WV1 1EQ
YORK

LONDON: EALING

LEEDS: CITY CENTRE

LONDON: HORNSEY
AND WOOD GREEN

Why we need a
revolutionary party
Thu 2 Jul, 7pm,
Friends Meeting House
Meeting House Lane, LA1 1TX

HUDDERSFIELD

SHEFFIELD: CITY CENTRE

LEICESTER

Socialists and TTIP
Wed 1 Jul, 7.30pm,
W3 Gallery,
185 High St,
Acton
W3 9DJ

The housing crisis—where
are we going to live?
Thu 16 Jul, 7pm,
The Swarthmore Education
Centre, 2-7 Woodhouse
Square,
LS3 1AD

MANCHESTER: CHORLTON

Human nature—are we
too selfish for socialism?
Wed 1 Jul, 7pm,
Proof Bar,
30 Manchester Rd, M21 0BQ
The Marxist method—
what is the dialectic?
Thu 2 Jul, 7.30pm,
Central United Reformed
Church, 60 Norfolk St (near
the Crucible theatre), S1 2JB

Podemos in Spain,
Syriza in Greece—what
would a real socialist
government look like?
Wed 1 Jul, 7pm,
Leicester Adult Education
College (Belvoir St entrance),
2 Wellington St,
LE1 6HL

LANCASTER

Why do the union leaders
still follow the Labour Party?
Wed 1 Jul, 7.30pm,
Quaker Meeting House,
1a Jewel Rd (off Hoe St),
E17 4QU

How do we fight for
women’s liberation?
Wed 1 Jul, 7.30pm,
Sea Horse Hotel,
4 Fawcett St,YO10 4AH

{

}

MOVEMENT
EVENTS

DORSET

What is happening
to the NHS?
Sat 4 Jul, 1.30pm,
Colliton Club (opposite County
Hall), Colliton Park,
Dorchester DT1 1XJ.
Organised by Dorset Socialists

CONTACT
THE SWP

Iraq, Isis and the Kurds
Wed 1 Jul, 7.30pm,
West Indian Cultural Centre,
9 Clarendon Rd,
Haringey,
N8 0DD

Phone 020 7819 1172
Email
enquires@swp.org.uk
Post PO Box 42184,
London SW8 2WD

DERBY

Women and revolution
Thu 2 Jul, 7pm,
West End Community Centre
(next to Britannia Mill),
Mackworth Rd, DE22 3BL

BOOKMARKS the socialist bookshop

1 Bloomsbury St, London WC1B 3QE l 020 7637 1848 l bookmarksbookshop.co.uk

DONCASTER

Why does the media
misrepresent poverty?
Wed 1 Jul, 7.30pm,
Women’s Centre,
21 Cleveland St, DN1 3EH
DUDLEY

Greece—the battle
against the bankers
Wed 1 Jul, 8pm,
The What Centre,
23 Coventry St,
Stourbridge (Town Centre),
DY8 1EP

£7 .99

£3

£9 .99

£2

£2
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How a united fight saved the
hub of Govanhill’s community
by DONNA BOROKINNI

TELEVISION

CHANNEL 4’s new
eight-part drama Humans
is set in a “parallel
present”.
It’s identical to our own,
except for lifelike robot
servants called synths.
These are upgraded like
the latest smartphone.
Like computers they are
smart, but not self-aware.
In the first episode an
annoying, “typical” middle
class family gets a female

IRON IN THE SOUL
by Leah Gordon
Soul Jazz Records/Films
souljazzrecords.co.uk Out now

THIS NEW DVD collection
brings togther a series of
films on Haiti’s art and
culture by filmmaker and
photographer Leah Gordon,
who has contributed to
Socialist Worker.

100 ACTS OF MINOR
DISSENT
by Mark Thomas
September Publishing
£6.99 Out now

LEFT WING comedian Mark
Thomas set himself the
challenge of committing 100
Acts of Minor Dissent last
year. He pledged to donate

Mark Thomas

£1,000 to Ukip if he didn’t
reach his target.
Now he’s released a new
book about his year.
lFor Socialist Worker’s
interview with Mark Thomas
on his 100 Minor Acts of
Dissent Tour go to
tinyurl.com/pbcsu9b

TOP 5 BOOKS

Bestsellers at Bookmarks,
the socialist Bookshop

1
THE RUSSIAN artist Sonia Delaunay’s 1913
painting Electric Prisms is included in an exhibition
celebrating her work at the Tate Modern in London

until 9 August. Born in Ukraine she was central to
the abstract avant garde in Paris.
tate.org.uk

synth, Anita (Gemma
Chan). Laura (Katherine
Parkinson) is a lawyer
who has to spend time
away from home. She feels
Anita is undermining her
role in the family.
Their children ask
what’s the point of
studying if they will be
replaced by a machine.
And an aging scientist is
determined to keep an out
of date synth because it
remembers his dead wife
better than his own failing
memory. It is never clear
why he could not upload
the old memories into a
newer version.
Elsewhere, brothels are

Robotic “synths” manufactured as new servants in Humans

now full of synths who
don’t resist or complain.
Meanwhile, a group
of synths who have
developed consciousness
are on the run from the

police who are mercilessly
hunting them down.
The word robot, which
means worker, was first
coined in a 1921 Czech
science fiction play.

Ever since then the idea
of people becoming
machines or becoming
obsolete has been central
to all such stories.
There is nothing
particularly new here,
with echoes of science
fiction favourites from
I, Robot through Blade
Runner to the recent
Ex Machina.
But the integration with
an otherwise unchanged
2015 Britain is clever.
It may develop into
something more original.
But in the meantime it
is both fast paced and
entertaining.

Ken Olende

 Rebel’s Guide to
A
Eleanor Marx
Siobhan Brown

2

Synthetic servants question what makes us human
HUMANS
9pm, Sundays
Channel 4 and online at 4OD
channel4.com

DVD

BOOK

UNITED WE Will Swim… Again is
an exhilarating 25 minute documentary about the campaign to save
Govanhill Baths in Glasgow.
It takes you on a political journey
beginning in 2001 when Glasgow
City Council announced it was going
to shut down the local swimming
pool. Local people launched a campaign to save it.
Director and producer Fran Higson
is a member of the Camcorder
Guerrillas, a group that makes films
to raise awareness of social issues.
Fran told Socialist Worker she
wanted to make the film because “the
building was buzzing”.
“I want to make films that inspire,”
she said.
Participants give first hand
accounts of how they built a campaign
involving the whole community.
They explain how they dealt with
the dirty tactics of the police, the
council and the media.
Govanhill Baths is a social space
that was well used for over 100 years.
It took ten years, but the campaigners saved the building. It is
still a social hub for people to come
together to learn, share, engage,
create and grow.
Fran said, “Even though they don’t
have water, it’s still amazing.
“The campaign has tenacity and
longevity and the alchemy of the
people and community involved has
made it a success.”
Everyone should watch his film
and see it as a guide to how to fight
back. Eventually we will swim again.
I look forward to that day.
United We Will Swim… Again
Directed by Fran Higson
At the Edinburgh film festival and
touring Britain
Facebook United We Will Swim – again
camcorderguerillas.wordpress.com
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 his Changes
T
Everything—Capitalism
vs the Climate
Naomi Klein

3

 rivate Island: Why
P
Britain Now Belongs to
Someone Else
James Meek

4

How Europe
Underdeveloped Africa
Walter Rodney

5

The Deeper Genome:
Why there is more to
the human genome
than meets the eye
John Parrington

Phone 020 7637 1848
bookmarksbookshop.co.uk
Why not visit the shop
at 1 Bloomsbury Street,
London WC1B 3QE
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W

E LIVE in
a world of
enormous
inequality—and one
that’s edging
ever close to environmental
disaster. Some 925 million
people already don’t have
enough food to eat, according
to the charity Oxfam.
And human activity is driving
climate change and environmental destruction that could
make it harder to grow more.
One common sense explanation is to say the world is “filling
up” or its resources are “running out”.
It can seem to make sense to
blame ordinary people for consuming too much of the world’s
natural resources. A more
extreme version is that there
are too many people alive today
than is sustainable.
That’s what Jonathon Porritt,
leading Green Party member
and former green adviser
to Tony Blair’s government,
argued when famine swept the
Horn of Africa in 2013.
“Continuing population
growth in this region makes
periodic famine unavoidable,”
he argued.
“Many of the children saved
by the money raised over the
next few weeks will inevitably
be back again in similar feeding
centres with their own children
in a few years’ time.”

Barmy

TV
presenter
David
Attenborough agreed. He said
the famine was “about too
many people for too little piece
of land” and that sending food
aid to the hungry was “barmy”.
Attenborough has form,
having previously described
humans as a “plague on the
earth”.
It’s true that the world’s population is growing—though that
growth is slowing down. World
population is projected to reach
9.6 billion by 2050, and 10 billion by the end of the century.
So in October of last year,
the United Nation’s Food and
Agriculture Organisation (FAO)
reckoned that food production would need to increase by
60 percent by 2050.
But the prediction that population growth will lead to
catastrophe has been made
again and again. It goes back
to right wing writer reverend
Thomas Malthus, who claimed
in 1798 that population growth
would always outstrip food
production.
He blamed this on the

‘‘

Food production
has increased
faster than
population for
two decades

THE WOHNHAUSER slum
in Quito, Ecuador
Picture: Marcio Ramalho


wherever they think they can
make a profit—and try and
create a market for it if one
doesn’t already exist. They use
tricks such as advertising, clever
pricing schemes and built-in
obsolescence of electronics to
push up consumption.
But this line of argument still
points the blame at individuals
with little say in how the economy is run. And it leads to the
conclusion that people—usually
poor and working class people—
must accept cuts to their living
standards and limits to how
many children they have.
There has been alarm on the
right about growing middle
classes in India and China
consuming more meat. But
expanding meat production is
more about profitable exports.
There’s nothing wrong with
people wanting to eat meat. In
a rationally planned economy
most people could eat better
than they do today.

H

IN DEFENCE
OF HUMANS

Famine and environmental crisis aren’t caused by a growing population or
its ‘greed’. Instead, it’s people that hold the solution, argues Nick Clark
inherent selfishalready enough food produced
ness of people. And
to feed the world’s population.
he used it to jusAnd the FAO’s John Wilmoth
tify private property
pointed out last year that,
and inequality against
“Historically, we have manthose who called for a
aged to expand food production
different sort of society.
more rapidly than population
“Man cannot live in the
growth.”
midst of plenty,” Malthus
O WHY do so many
wrote. “All cannot share
people continue to
alike the bounties of nature.”
starve in a world
His science was as dodgy as
of p l e n ty? Th e
his politics. There was no evianswer lies in the
dence that population and
way that society is
food production grew at the
organised—with profit as its
rates he claimed.
highest priority.
The rate of food producThis turns food and agrition has increased faster
cultural land into profitable
than population growth
commodities—and keeps them
for at least the past two
out of the hands of so many
decades.
people who cannot afford to
The World Food
buy them.
Programme points
The last global food crisis in
out that there is Blame the system	Picture: Socialist Worker

S

2008 was driven in part by large
agricultural businesses stockpiling basic foodstuffs to drive up
prices and profits.
Organisations such as the
International Monetary Fund
(IMF) had used loans with
conditions attached to pressure many poorer countries to
impose free market policies.
Poor farmers found themselves priced out by big
business—and “cash crops”
meant for export to more
profitable markets elsewhere
took priority over domestic
consumption.
There is a long history of
devastating famines in places
that continue to export food,
including both Ireland and West
Bengal under the tyranny of the
British Empire.
The growth of biofuels

—growing crops to create artificial petrol—is taking food away
from the hungry today.
Many people recognise the
hypocrisy of blaming the starving for starvation. It’s a world of
inequality—so why not blame
those who consume more?
Even many working class
people in the West consume
far more than most people
in poorer countries. So it can
seem like the more progressive
argument to say “we” need to
change “our” way of life.
There is huge waste in our
society, and it’s common to
blame “consumerism”. This can
mean people throwing away
food, or upgrading their phones
too often. Companies like to say
they are just giving us what we
want. But the opposite is true.
They expand production

UMAN activity
shapes the environment in a very
discernible way.
But the form this
takes isn’t about
individual decisions. It’s
about the way our society is
organised.
The development of capitalism brought new ways
of producing things. It also
brought new ways of organising people.
In place of small-scale
production, labourers were
brought together in collective
workforces where they could
achieve far more. This also
unleashed new technological
developments that allow us to
produce more with less.
The productive forces created by capitalism make it
possible to produce enough for
everyone. But it’s also capitalism that holds us back from
doing that.
As well as creating hunger and
poverty, it damages the environment we rely on. The short term
pressure to extract as much profit
as possible as quickly as possible
gets in the way of making production sustainable.
That’s why some resources
are being used up faster than
they are renewed—from fisheries and forests to underground
water deposits.
And it’s why practices such
as burning fossil fuels continue, even though we know
it directly causes global warming. Many of the top global
companies make their

READ MORE

Too Many People?
by Ian Angus and Simon
Butler, £13.99
Land and Labour:
Marxism, ecology and
human history
by Martin Empson, £13.99
This Changes Everything:
Capitalism vs the Climate
by Naomi Klein, £8.99
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COMMENT

The pope’s climate warning
needs an earthly response
Why shouldn’t
Chinese people
get to eat more
meat? (above),
Right wing doom
monger Thomas
Malthus (below)

Available at Bookmarks,
the socialist bookshop.
Phone 020 7637 1848
or go to
bookmarksbookshop.
co.uk

profits directly from fossil fuels.
They won’t simply abandon
those profits—or the billions of
pounds they have invested in
the industry.
The problem, again, is capitalism and the drive for profit.
It is perfectly possible to run
society in a planned and organised way to ensure that enough
food is produced for everybody—and that it gets to them.
Resources can be managed
in a way doesn’t damage the
environment. And renewable
energy sources such as the
power of the wind, the sun or
the tides, have the potential to
be harnessed on a far greater
scale.
A growing population
shouldn’t put a burden on the
planet. Because it is people who
produce food and other necessary goods, more people means
greater collective labour power
to help us tap these resources.
This would mean a fundamental reorganisation of
society to produce and distribute wealth, food and resources
on the basis of need—not profit.
To see how this is possible, we
have to look again at how capitalism is organised. Workers are
brought together in the workplace to produce commodities
such as food or fuel.
This means they have the
potential to take control over
how those commodities are produced. To do so would require
a massive confrontation on a
global scale between workers
and the ruling class that currently controls production.
And that will only be possible if we reject the arguments
that point the blame in the
wrong direction.

Calls for urgent action
on climate change
should be welcomed,
even when they come
from Pope Francis,
writes scientist
John Parrington
SAINTS ALIVE! What are
we to make of the pope’s
intervention last week in
the climate change debate?
Personally, I’m glad Pope
Francis believes it’s vital we
do something to stop global
warming.
In his own words, “This
home of ours is being ruined
and that damages everyone,
especially the poor.”
Importantly, the pope
locates the cause of global
warming as “human activity”,
in contrast to those who claim
it is somehow part of the
earth’s natural cycle.
He is clear that the only
solution is to replace “highly
polluting fossil fuels” with
“renewable energy”.
And he is scathing about
the idea that free market
options, like the exchange
of “carbon credits”, offer a
solution. Rightly, he argues
that this “can lead to a new
form of speculation which
would not help reduce the
emission of polluting gases
worldwide.”

Response

The pope’s intervention—put
forward as an “encyclical”
letter—has triggered an angry
response from climate change
“sceptics”.
So Jim Lakely of the
Heartland Institute, a
conservative US pressure
group partly funded by
billionaire industrialists, said,
“The pope has great moral
authority but he’s not an
authority on climate science.”
Meanwhile Republican
presidential contender Rick
Santorum—a Catholic—has
also criticised the pope’s
stance. He said, “I think we
probably are better off leaving
science to the scientists.”
In fact the pope’s
intervention is fully based on
science.
So not only does he himself
have a degree in chemistry, but
he has consulted top climate

BACK STORY

Pope Francis issued an
“Encyclical” on Thursday
of last week
lIt outlines the Catholic
Church’s current position
on climate change
lThe pope used it to call
for action to halt climate
change
lIt criticises rich people for
exploiting the environment
at the expense of the poor
lAnd it says fighting
climate change will take a
“bold cultural revolution”

scientists. These include Hans
Schellnhuber, director of the
Potsdam Institute for Climate
Impact Research, who said “I
can testify that everything in
the encyclical is in line with
science.”
In contrast, hardly any
serious scientists nowadays
are climate sceptics. A recent
Nasa space agency survey
showed that 97 percent of
climate scientists agree global
warming is most likely due to
human activity.
Some may understandably

‘‘

The pope has
triggered an
angry response
from climate
‘sceptics’

be wary of the value of the
pope’s intervention, given
the position of the Catholic
Church as an institution and
its vast riches.
Then there’s its reactionary
stance on issues such as
abortion, contraception,
as well as collusion with
attempts to cover up sexual
abuse of children by people in
its ranks.

Criticisms

While such criticisms are
quite correct, to only focus
on this side of the church
neglects something Karl Marx
once said. Religion is not only
the “opium of the people”, but
also the “heart in a heartless
world” for many people.
Like it or not, the pope
retains an audience of more
than one billion people. That’s
because such people, who
are predominantly poor, are
suffering badly.
Their suffering will only
increase because of global
warming, bringing with it
drought, floods, and famine.
The pope’s message
is welcome because it
recognises the scale of the
problem and its cause—and
also because he has called for
a “bold cultural revolution”
as the only solution to the
coming catastrophe.
Despite the contradictory
role of the Catholic Church,
this seems to me something
socialists can embrace—while
not dropping our criticisms of
the church’s own abuses.
At the same time we
should be clear that stopping
global warming will require
more than the pope’s moral
arguments alone.
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Cruel firms tell claimants
to get therapy or lose cash
Workfare contractors’ proposals to bring ‘positive thinking’ into job centres is
about blaming unemployed people for their own plight, writes Dave Sewell
STRUGGLING to find work
during a crisis? Then you need
to get your head examined.
That’s the sick message the Tories’
workfare contractors are forcing on
benefit claimants. And a new scheme
being trialled in Streatham, south
London, could make it central to how
every job centre works.
Unemployed people will be forced
into Cognitive Behavioural Therapy
(CBT) or have their benefits stopped.
Benefit sanctions, which stop benefits, are already used to force people
into unpaid work placements or
“courses” run by firms.
Many of these already focus on
telling people that they’re unemployed because of problems in their
own mind. And they claim the solution lies in “positive thinking”.

Testimonies

A recent study in the British Medical
Journal by researchers Lynne Friedli
and Robert Stearn paints a vivid picture of this psychological coercion.
One woman said, “My ‘advisor’ said I needed to see a psychologist because I was tearful and
anxious after having my Job Seekers’
Allowance cut for four weeks despite
having a young child to look after by
myself.
“When I said I did not trust anyone
who finds it acceptable to starve
others as a punishment, he told me
that I was paranoid and needed to see
a psychologist.”
Friedli and Stearn argue that the
government’s expectations of workfare are shifting from the “hard” outcome of getting people into work to
“soft” ones about changing attitudes.
But the enforcement is harder than
ever as the use of benefit sanctions

increases (see below).
This shifts the blame for unemployment from the bosses and the
government onto those suffering its
effects. It can also have a devastating
effect on the people it is supposedly
there to help.
One claimant said her time with
contractor Seetec was “destroying
my soul”.

Enforcement

“I feel there is no place in society for
a quiet, shy, creative person like me,”
she wrote.
“And now I feel I don’t even deserve
to call myself creative, because I don’t
even do that anymore, because I am
too depressed.”
The obsession with “positive thinking” is also about making people
choke down the anger that could lead
them to challenge the real problems.
One mandatory course run by
contractor Ingeus tells claimants to
“accept the cold hard reality of injustice and uncertainty”.
Friedli and Stearn say this “positive psychology” reinforces “the core
mythologies of neoliberalism” and
weakens “solidarity, collectivity and
interdependence”.
Anger at workfare has already
forced some major companies to
back out. The government says it has
to keep the list of participants secret
or the whole scheme would collapse.
But solidarity between unemployed people and workers could
wreck the Tories’ austerity agenda.
No wonder they are so keen to
shove their victim-blaming positivity
down even more people’s throats.
Read the study at
mh.bmj.com/content/41/1/40.full

Be ‘motivated’ or starve
PEOPLE CAN be sanctioned
bosses report their “attitude”
for refusing to go on courses
or “motivation” is lacking.
that have been shown to provide
One man in Edinburgh
no help in finding them work.
rated as having a poor attitude
These include pseudosciences
told campaign group Boycott
such as as “Neuro-linguistic
Workfare, “I was willing to
Programming”. It’s a discipline
work. I travelled by train every
so made-up that one
day then walked a long walk
BBC journalist managed
from Edinburgh station to the
to get his cat certified
store for four weeks and done
to practice it.
everything asked plus more.”
People can be
The recently opened
sanctioned if the
“Community Shop” in south
quacks running these
London, selling food cheap
courses decide they
to benefit claimants,
have been “nonagrees claimants
compliant”.
need “motivation”.
And they can be
It will turn people
sanctioned even while
away unless they “are
doing mandatory
motivated to make positive
unpaid work if their
Qualified therapist? change in their lives”.

Letting bosses
off the hook
WORKFARE is
heavily privatised.
The government doesn’t
even hire most of the
companies providing it—
larger contractors such
as A4e and G4S do that.
This lets them get
away with a range of
practices that do nothing
to help claimants.
But this would be the
first time psychologists
were brought directly into
the job centre. It would
almost certainly mean an
increase in sanctions.

Professionals
slam the plans

PROTESTING AGAINST workfare in 2012

THE UK Council for
Psychotherapy and
the British Association
of Counselling and
Psychotherapy (BACP)
have slammed the plan.
BACP chair Andrew
Reeves (pictured)
said, “We oppose the
mandatory use of
psychological therapies
in workfare programmes
“Benefit claimants
shouldn’t be expected to
have therapy under the
threat of their benefits
being stopped.”

Protest greets plan’s pilot
CAMPAIGNERS WERE set to march
on Streatham job centre on Friday
of this week against the plan to
bring in psychotherapists.
The protest was called by
Mental Health Resistance Network
(MHNR) and backed by Disabled
People Against Cuts.
Therapists are starting there this
month in the first of ten planned
pilot schemes. It could be rolled
out nationally by January 2016.
CBT has become the
government’s preferred form of
therapy, partly because it can be
done very cheaply. It also focuses
on changing someone’s thought
patterns—and can fit into their
attempt to turn social problems

into individual ones. CBT can
sometimes be helpful to people
who pursue it by choice. But
therapists and professional bodies
agree that it can do no good to
people forced into it.
MHNR points out, “Experts
agree that CBT does not work
for everyone; that psychological
therapies are ineffective if they
are forced on people; and that
they need to take place in safe,
unthreatening environments.
“We do not think making people
have CBT at job centres will make
anyone magically fit for work.”
Protest assembles at 1.30pm,
Streatham Memorial Gardens,
Streatham High Rd, London SW16
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Sanctioned for
being low paid
THE Tories’
Universal Credit
scheme to merge
benefits means that
even people in low paid
work can be sanctioned.
Their housing benefit
can be reduced for not
doing enough to get
higher paid work.
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Teachers fight back
against dismissals

PJD@george-monoux.ac.uk

East London strike
against academies
NUT UNION members at
Rokeby and Sarah Bonnell
schools in east London
began a three-day strike on
Tuesday of this week against
plans to turn the schools into
academies.
Rokeby teacher George
Fuller said, “Management is
pretending the school is open
as usual but it isn’t.”
lSolidarity messages to
georgefuller@rokeby.newham.
sch.uk

Hospital porters in
jobs and pay ballot
PORTERS AT the John
Radcliffe Hospital in Oxford
are balloting for strikes.
The 50 workers, members
of the Unison union,
have been seconded to
subcontractor Carillion under
a private finance initiative
contract. They’re facing job
and pay cuts.

Gunstones set new
dates for action
MEMBERS OF the Bfawu
union at the Gunstone’s
bakery in Sheffield are set to
strike for a further 48 hours
on 16 and 17 July.
It follows a successful
48-hour strike on Monday
and Tuesday of last week.

Debating unjust
joint enterprise law
OVER 100 people from across
England attended the first
Jengba—Joint Enterprise:
Not Guilty By Association
campaign—Injustice
conference in Wigan last
Saturday.
Speakers included
Janet Alder, whose brother
Christopher death in police
custody was covered up for
years, and Janet Cunliffe,
mother of Jordan Cunliffe
who was jailed under the
Joint Enterprise law.
Katrina Lawrie

Insulation bosses
refuse to raise pay
THE GMB union is balloting
manufacturing workers
employed by Kingspan
Insulation in Leominster,
Herefordshire, for strikes over
bosses’ refusal to improve a
pay offer. The ballot ends on
Wednesday of this week.

WORKERS AT the Scottish
state-owned ferry operator
CalMac were set to begin
industrial action on
Wednesday of this week.
They are fighting threats
to jobs, pensions and
working conditions.
The RMT union members
plan an overtime and call
back ban on Wednesday
and Thursday, followed by a
24-hour walkout on Friday.
The workers have received
no assurances on jobs or
conditions from bosses
ahead of a possible takeover
by a private operator.
CalMac bosses also want
them to pay more and work
longer to get lower pensions.

PROTESTING IN Sheffield this week against travel cuts. More at socialistworker.co.uk

UNISON CONFERENCE

‘Are you ready for a
fight?’ Prentis asked

Glasgow strikers at Unison conference (see page 8)
organise a mass lobby of
parliament, and a massive
march against austerity.
“If they refuse, we’ll
organise it ourselves.” He
could hardly say anything else
with the amount of speeches
that attacked Labour councils
implementing Tory cuts.
Esther Ray from Hounslow
in west London was one of
those who criticised Labour’s
cuts. Addressing Prentis she
said, “I’m ready for a fight—
are you ready for a fight?”
The sense that the Tories’

onslaught was being met with
a wholly inadequate response
was underlined when Prentis
spoke of going to “the highest
court in Europe to defend our
right to strike”.
Portsmouth delegate Jon
Woods argued for the union to
step it up. He said, “We must
strike and defy the law if we
have to.”
The campaign for a fighting
leadership is the urgent task
facing Unison members.
lFull report online at

socialistworker.co.uk

OBITUARY
Steve Cox
1955-2015
COMRADES, ANTI-WAR and
Palestine solidarity activists in
York were saddened to hear
of the death of Steve Cox.
He was more interested in
the plight of the Palestinians
than the career in accountancy
he gave up.
Visits to the Middle East
and brushes with the Israeli
security forces reinforced
his anti-war and Palestine
solidarity passions.
He campaigned against the
first Gulf War in 1991, helping
the family of an Iraqi detained
in Full Sutton prison and led a
march to the gates of the jail.
In 1992 he joined the
Socialist Workers Party (SWP).
Steve had an encyclopaedic

Steve Cox
knowledge of the Middle East.
His Workers’ Educational
Association courses filled
remote village halls.
Always incisive and
humorous, he castigated
imperialism and was intolerant
of the two-state “solution”
compromise for Palestine.
He revelled in the idea of
change from below.
Furious at the official First

World War commemorations
Steve drove forward last
November’s York Against the
War day school.
It was a huge success—over
100 people attended.
Steve also climbed every
peak in the Lake District and
Yorkshire Dales, often sharing
his fun and huge knowledge
with us and his wife Val.
We will always remember
his joy on one climb at
catching a glimpse of some
snow buntings on the hillside
before reaching the top in the
freezing cold.
Steve passed away with
his greatest love Val beside
him. We send her our deepest
sympathy and love.
And we will continue to
fight for justice in the Middle
East.
Chris and Hazel, York SWP

The Scottish National
Party (SNP) government
is tendering for bids to
run ferry services from
October next year.
Workers fear a £1 billion
contract could be handed
to outsourcing giant Serco.

Stoppage over Night Tube

by RAYMIE KIERNAN
DEBATES OVER the lack of
leadership in the battle against
Tory austerity dominated
the annual conference of the
Unison union in Glasgow last
week.
Anger over pay deals in
national disputes in both local
government and health burst
onto conference floor time and
again. But it was criticism of
the Labour Party’s failure to
offer a clear alternative to the
Tories that struck a chord most
with delegates.
Doncaster and Bassetlaw
delegate Roger Hutt summed
up that bitter mood. He spoke
of how Care UK workers, who
struck 90 days last year, felt
“sold down the river” by the
lack of support from Labour.
Under pressure, general
secretary Dave Prentis told
conference that “waiting for
the next Labour government”
was not a top priority. He
announced the union would
campaign for the TUC to

Soon to be privatised?

LONDON UNDERGROUND
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NUT UNION members at
George Monoux College in
Waltham Forest, north east
London, were set to begin a
two-day strike on Wednesday
of this week.
The action is over two
teachers, Flor Thompson and
Diana George, who the union
says were unfairly dismissed
last year.
The union plans a strike at
the college every week until
the end of the summer term.
lSend messages of support to

Ferry workers set to strike

THE LONDON Underground
is set to be shut down on the
day of the Tories’ budget.
Tube drivers in the Aslef
union plan to walk out from
9.30pm on 8 July. They
voted by over 97 percent to
strike in a row with bosses
over pay and working

conditions relating to night
Tube services. Turnout
was over 80 percent.
The dispute involves
all tube workers’ unions.
Both the RMT and TSSA
are balloting all members
to join Aslef on strike. The
ballots end on 30 June.

NATIONAL RAIL
TRAIN BOSSES expect
national strikes as they
try to ram through plans
for driver only operation
(DOO), says the RMT union.
The union leaked details
of a secret report by an

industry body funded by the
train operating companies.
It says bosses should plan
for 5-10 days of industrial
action when they axe train
staff but admits that safety
analysis has not been done.

MEDIA WORKERS

Workers on the Newsquest picket line last week

Picture: Guy Smallman
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Ten-day action stops press
by NICK CLARK
JOURNALISTS IN south
London have been striking
back against low pay and job
cuts.
NUJ union members
working at Newsquest
newspapers began a 10-day
strike on Thursday of last
week.
They were joined by
workers on News Shopper
papers—also owned by
Newsquest—on Monday and
Tuesday of this week.
The strikers are fighting
a restructure which would
see jobs cut across a range
of papers. Bosses also want
journalists in the south east
to work remotely.
The strikers demand
a three percent pay

rise and changes to the
reorganisation.
Bosses’ attempts to do the
workers’ jobs have been a
disaster. The front page of
last Friday’s Surrey Comet
ran the nonsensical headline,
“Are litter rules shop
counter-productive?”
Newsquest NUJ rep
Andrew told Socialist
Worker, “That shows why
we’re needed. It shows
what happens when you’re
stressed and understaffed.
“The support we’ve had is
incredible. We’ve even had
international support—with
a message of support from
the News Guild-CWA union
in the US.”
lSend messages of support to

campaigns@nuj.org.uk to send
donation brass19@hotmail.com

Get your reports and pictures to us by 12 noon on Monday
Post PO Box 42184, London SW8 2WD Phone 020 7819 1180 Email reports@socialistworker.co.uk
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FURTHER EDUCATION

by SADIE ROBINSON

A symbolic funeral

WORKERS AT Lewisham and
Southwark College in south London
struck on Thursday and Friday
of last week to defend jobs and
education.
The UCU union members are fighting bosses’ plans to slash at least
120 jobs and close a college site in
Camberwell.
Workers have to go through a
lengthy, stressful process to apply for
their own jobs.
UCU rep Brad Grisdale told
Socialist Worker, “Management has
made the process of getting our own
jobs back worse. It’s draconian. But it
has made this strike stronger.”
Lee Traquair, another UCU rep,
added, “The strike has been a real
big success.

March rejects
college cuts

Doubled

“The numbers picketing have doubled
or tripled compared to last time.
“I’ve noticed that a lot of people
who were ‘floaters’ in terms of striking are on the picket lines.”
Strikers and supporters rallied at
the Lewisham site on Thursday and at
the Camberwell site on Friday.
They are furious because the cuts
will hit vulnerable students, including
migrants who want to learn English.
Striker Joe Wilkes told Socialist
Worker, “The students haven’t been
told anything. They don’t know if
their course will be there or not next
term.”
Kori Hutchinson was picketing in
Camberwell. “Every day I walk into
class and students say, ‘Is our class
going to be here next term?’
“Students are worried. It’s really
unfair.”
Another picket added, “Students

STUDENTS JOINED strikers in Camberwell on Friday of last week

want to get qualifications and decent
jobs. There’s no chance without
English. The government complains
about people on benefits. But how
can people go to work if they’re not
given a chance?”
UCU members struck again on
Tuesday of this week—alongside six
other London colleges.
Also out were Hackney Community

College, Greenwich College, College
of North West London, College of
North East London (Conel), South
Thames College and Croydon College.
During the action management at
Conel announced that there will now
be no compulsory redundancies at the
college.
Strikers gathered in the middle
of the day at Lewisham and

Picture: Guy Smallman

Southwark College’s Southwark site
and marched to the Department of
Business, Innovation and Skills near
parliament.
Workers at colleges that are
already guaranteed no compulsory
redundancies held lunchtime protests
in solidarity.
lSend messages of support to
uculesoco@gmail.com

HOUSING

INDUSTRY

Tata steel strike suspended Disabled father fights council eviction
UNIONS AT Tata Steel
have halted their industrial
action and suspended a
strike planned for Monday
of this week in response to
a new offer from bosses.
Workers in the
Community, Unite, Ucatt and
GMB unions are fighting an
attack on their British Steel
pension scheme. They are
now set to vote on the offer,
with unions recommending
acceptance.
Details had yet to be
made public as Socialist
Worker went to press. The
deal is known to include
keeping the scheme open
to new members—a victory
against bosses’ plan to
close it.

But even before the
strike was called union
negotiators had offered
substantial cuts.
A crucial question will
be whether workers keep
the right to retire on a
full pension at 60—which
bosses had wanted to
increase to 65.
Ian Davis, Community
rep at Scunthorpe, told
Socialist Worker, “For many
steel workers the right to
retire at 60 is sacrosanct.
Any attempt to water that
down should be met with
rejection.
“If we are going to
win we have to commit
ourselves and show Tata
that we are determined.”

THE LAST remaining family
on the Sweets Way estate in
Barnet, north London, fought
eviction in court last Monday.
Protesters rallied to support
them outside the Royal Courts
of Justice in central London.
The father Mostafa is
disabled with a spinal injury
from heavy lifting in his
former job as a carer. Now
he struggles to stand up
and cannot leave the house
unassisted.

Account

In March the family won a
previous case against Barnet
Council by arguing that the
eviction process didn’t take this
disability into account.
The rest of the 142 homes
on Sweets Way have now been

Mustafa and his daughters at their Sweets Way home

emptied, and some of their
residents sent out of London.
The council wants to demolish
the estate for redevelopment.
Residents and supporters

are set to protest outside
Barnet Council’s meeting in
Hendon Town Hall on Monday
of next week at 6.30pm.
Dave Sewell

AROUND 60 college workers
and students marched from east
London’s Hackney College to
Liverpool Street on Thursday of
last week.
The action coincided with a
one-hour strike by UCU union
members at the college.
Strikers marched out of the
college carrying a coffin for
further education.
Striker Delia told Socialist
Worker, “We are going to
lose almost a quarter of our
provision. We worry that by
2020 we won’t have a college.”
Student Nurizzary was on
the march. “Coming to college
has changed my life,” she told
Socialist Worker. “When I came
here two years ago I had hardly
any education whatsoever. Now
I’m going to go to university.”
Another striker said,
“It’s a dreadful situation.
Opportunities are decreasing
for some of the most
vulnerable people in one of the
poorest boroughs in London.
“Staff will go away on
holiday over summer and
could come back to find their
job has gone.”
UCU members at Ealing,
Hammersmith and West
London College struck for 24
hours on the same day.

MEDIA

Consultation
on ITV offer
WORKERS AT ITV are being
consulted on an improved
pay deal offered by bosses
after a one-day strike last
month.
Members of the NUJ,
Bectu and Unite unions
struck rejecting a belowinflation 2 percent deal.
ITV Chief Executive Adam
Crozier had previously
refused to budge.
But bosses are now
offering a 2.2 percent pay
increase. The deal also
includes two days extra
holiday for workers who have
worked at ITV for more than
five years and an increase in
the cap on redundancy pay.
The NUJ have said the
deal is the best they can
achieve “without members
having to take further
action”.

Picture: Socialist Worker

Workers reject ‘draconian’
plan to apply for own jobs
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PROTESTS AT EU
GREEK CUTS DEAL
THOUSANDS OF people joined trade union demonstrations outside the Greek parliament last Sunday

by PANOS GARGANAS in Athens

THE EUROPEAN Union
(EU) and the International
Monetary Fund (IMF) continued their brutish blackmail
of the Greek government
this week.
Negotiations between the
government and its creditors were entering their
final stage. A deal was set to
go through the Eurogroup
of finance ministers on
Wednesday of this week and
an EU summit on Thursday.
Then the German and Greek
parliaments must ratify it by
next Tuesday.
The EU and IMF had been
withholding the last £5 billion of Greece’s bailout loan
until the government, led by
left party Syriza, agreed to
their conditions.
Under the deal there will
be an extension of the bailout
programme and the austerity
that was imposed with it.
Greece is to make “savings” of £5.7 billion a year.
The government is trying to
present the burden as falling on the better-off, with an
increase in tax for profitable

companies. But that is a tiny
aspect of their plans compared to the burden on
ordinary people.
An increase in VAT will
mean further bitter hardship
for the more vulnerable.
Pensions and wages will
be cut through an increase
in national security contributions after years of attacks
that have cut wages by more
than a third on average.
Syriza was elected in
January on the back of waves
of struggle.

Trapped

It promised to end austerity.
But trapped by the EU’s rules
and the power of the market
it has made concessions.
All talk of raising the minimum wage and reversing a
pension cut for the poorest
has disappeared.
Already recent figures show
that all forms of state expenditure are down in the first
months of this year compared
to last year. The EU and IMF
put pressure on Greece with a
series of loan deadlines.
And after £4 billion was
withdrawn from Greek banks

Syriza leader Alexis Tsipras was greeted with a ‘playful’ slap by
European Commission president Jean-Claude Juncker

‘‘

The burden of
the deal will
fall on ordinary
people—not
the wealthy

last week, German finance
minister Wolfgang Schauble
added the threat of freezing
people’s bank accounts.
This pressure has produced a backlash to the left.
Most Syriza voters thought
there could be a fair deal with
the EU. Now they see that
fairness is not on the agenda
of the powerful.
Thousands of people,
including delegations of
workers, joined a trade
union demonstration outside
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parliament last Sunday.
The ADEDY public sector
union federation called it on
a platform of opposition to
the deal. But that didn’t stop
people with Syriza banners
coming.
ADEDY called for funding
and staff for public services,
reversal of all the cuts, cancellation of Greece’s debt and
public control of the banks.
And it resolved to call strikes
if the deal goes ahead.
Meanwhile at a pro-austerity demonstration on Monday
night, the main organisers
were the Tory party New
Democracy and support came
mainly from the upper classes.
The government is now
trying to blackmail the left
wing of Syriza into voting for
the deal in parliament.
Leadership figures have
threatened to take MPs’ seats
off them, which the Greek
electoral system allows.
But the main argument is,
don’t oppose what this government is doing or you will
get another government from
the right.
The same argument has
already been put to health
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workers by their union leaders. But it failed to stop them
striking—including Syriza
supporters.
Whatever the splits in
Syriza the deal is likely to go
through, possibly with support from parties to Syriza’s
right. But there will be demonstrations and strikes.

Battles

The port workers have
already been striking against
privatisation, and health
workers against cuts. Autumn
could bring big battles with
the teachers and electricity
workers.
In economic terms the EU
and IMF have got their way
and imposed a new round of
austerity.
But politically, this has
radicalised Syriza voters and
sympathisers into harder
opposition to austerity.
So the “Greek experiment”
is by no means over.



More online

For updates on Greece go to
socialistworker.co.uk

